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Abstract
The overarching aims of the current PhD thesis were to explore how person descriptions are
obtained from witnesses during frontline police interviews, and to examine the effectiveness
of information elicitation techniques in facilitating the reporting of person description
information. Study 1 used body worn video footage to examine how person descriptions are
elicited in real-world frontline police interviews. The results showed that over half of the person
descriptions obtained by frontline police officers were inappropriate, with leading questions
being the most commonly used question type. Appropriate questions (i.e. open questions) led
to more person description information being provided (cf. inappropriate questions). Study 2
examined cross-race differences in the reporting of person description information using a
mock witness paradigm. The results showed that white participants provided more person
descriptors than black participants, but there was no own-race bias for the number of
descriptors provided. However, an own-race bias was obtained for accuracy of person
descriptors. Study 3 tested the effectiveness of using self-generated cues to facilitate the
reporting of person descriptions in a single perpetrator event (Experiment 1) and an event
involving multiple perpetrators (Experiment 2). The results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed
that participants who used person description cues provided a higher number of person
descriptors than participants who used self-generated cues or a free recall. However,
participants who used self-generated cues were more accurate when providing person
descriptors than those participants who used person description cues. The set of studies that
form the current PhD thesis have contributed to the limited research that has examined how
person descriptions are obtained and reported, specifically during the early stages of a criminal
investigation. Throughout the PhD thesis, the theoretical implications for person recall and
description are discussed, alongside avenues for future research and the practical implications
for obtaining person description information.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
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An important application of witness testimony is in the initial apprehension of the
perpetrator (Fisher, 1995). Moreover, the successful progress of a criminal investigation
depends on eliciting reliable and detailed information about what happened and who was
involved (Milne & Bull, 2006). Person descriptions represent an important element of
policing when investigating a crime, particularly when locating a perpetrator(s) in the
immediate aftermath of an incident (e.g. a terror attack). When providing an account of what
they saw, witnesses are typically expected to be able to report everything they can remember
about the incident, including a detailed person description about the perpetrator(s). However,
people are not that good at providing detailed descriptions in the first instance. Moreover,
police interviewing techniques are inadequate (especially on the frontline) and fail to support
the reporting of more detailed information about the perpetrator. Although psychological
research has contributed to the development of established interviewing protocols that
support the retrieval of information from witnesses (e.g. the Cognitive Interview [CI]; Fisher
& Geiselman, 1992), there is only a small body of research that has examined interviewing
by police officers in frontline contexts. The programme of research conducted for the current
thesis aimed to examine the role of person descriptions within the initial account and what
this means for the investigative process. The thesis also aimed to test whether components of
existing interview techniques (e.g. Self-Administered Interview [SAI], Self-Generated Cues
[SGC]) can be adapted to improve the diagnostic value of person descriptions.
After viewing a crime, witnesses are likely to be asked by frontline police officers to
describe the perpetrator. Often, in the course of these interactions, witnesses are prompted by
the police officer to consider the perpetrator’s ethnicity, age, weight, height, accent, etc.
(Association of Chief Police Officers, 2016), but beyond these prompts, there is no specific
protocol for obtaining a person description. For the purpose of the current thesis, person
description information is the term used to describe individuating information obtained from
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a witness about the characteristics of a person-of-interest. Whilst a witness is expected to
provide a full description of the perpetrator, the use of ineffective communication practices
by frontline police officers can restrict reporting (i.e. a police officer may employ
inappropriate interview techniques that fail to support the retrieval of information from a
witness’s memory). This often leads to the resulting descriptions lacking diagnostic value and
consisting of only a few references to the physical appearance (e.g. gender, ethnicity, height)
and clothing of the perpetrator (Douglass et al., 2013; Gabbert & Brown, 2015).
There is now a wealth of evidence-based techniques that support the reporting of
detailed and reliable information from witnesses (e.g. the CI; Geiselman et al., 1984, and the
SAI; Gabbert et al., 2009). However, there is no specific technique aimed solely at eliciting
person description information, and few techniques have been designed for frontline police
officers interviewing at the scene of an incident. It is important to note here that frontline
interviews are not the same as ‘formal interviews’ (where the majority of academic research
has been conducted). Frontline interviews typically fall short of the behaviours, techniques
and cautions that we expect from formal interview settings (e.g. Dando et al., 2009). This is
compounded by the fact that frontline officers have many activities to engage in. For
example, frontline police officers need to prioritise managing witnesses at the scene (e.g.
separating fights, consoling victims). The management of witnesses can therefore restrict
comprehensive interviews from taking place for days, or even weeks, after the event (Smith
& Milne, 2018). Very little research has been carried out to examine frontline interviewing,
partly because, to date, no formal records of the conversations between police officers and
witnesses have been retained (i.e. a police officer might make pocketbook notes about what
the witness said, but not record the questions asked to generate the response). Hence, the
current thesis involved examining real-world frontline police interviews to explore how
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frontline police officers elicit person descriptions and the extent to which witnesses report
person descriptions.
Advances in digital recording technology are transforming modern policing (Jennings
et al., 2014). Cameras mounted on police uniforms (referred to as Body Worn Video [BWV])
capture and record activity, and create a permanent digital recording of police encounters
with members of the public. BWV has been credited with creating greater transparency,
efficiency, and effectiveness of police conduct all over the world (e.g. America, the United
Kingdom, Australia; Drover & Ariel, 2015). Early research observed that the use of BWV is
associated with a reduced number of complaints against the police by both witnesses and
fellow officers (Katz et al., 2014; Ready & Young, 2015), and a reduced use of force by
police officers during interactions with members of the public (Ariel et al., 2015). More
recent research has started to use BWV as a tool to examine the communication skills of
frontline police officers and how information is obtained from witnesses. To date, results
suggest that frontline police officers often fail to deploy strategies to build rapport with
witnesses, and use inappropriate questions (e.g. closed or leading questions) to gather
information (Dalton et al., 2021; Gabbert et al., 2016).
Following the introduction of BWV, it is now possible to examine in full, the
interactions that take place between frontline police officers and witnesses at the scene of an
incident. Capitalising on this technological advance, the research presented in the current
thesis aimed to (i) examine for the first time whether frontline police officers use effective
interviewing practices and support memory retrieval when eliciting person descriptions; (ii)
explore the phenomenon of own-race bias by witnesses reporting person descriptions; and
(iii) test targeted retrieval techniques with the goal of improving the diagnostic value of
person descriptions.
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Obtaining reliable person descriptions about single or multiple perpetrators are
necessary across a wide range of crime types. Person descriptions can be of persons known
(e.g. domestic incident where the perpetrator knows the witness, but leaves the scene) or
unknown (e.g. an assault by a stranger) to the witness. Person descriptions are often required
from witnesses who have seen complex events, such as terrorist attacks, physical assaults
involving multiple perpetrators, or sexual assaults. The reporting of person descriptions from
witnesses about complex events are further influenced by a variety of factors, including the
internal state of the witness (e.g. intoxication, substance misuse, stress; Deffenbacher et al.,
2004; Yullie & Tollestrup, 1990). Person descriptions can also be affected by the
demographics (e.g. sex, age, race) of both the witness and the perpetrator (Ellis et al., 1975;
Searcy et al., 2001; Sporer, 1992).
With increased globalisation, we now live in multi-cultural communities; thus, the
possibility for witnesses to fall victim to a crime where the perpetrator is of a different-race is
more likely. Research has already shown that witnesses are poor at providing person
descriptions (even when the witness and the perpetrator are of the same race; Sporer, 2007);
therefore, it is important to explore how reliable witnesses are at providing the police with
descriptions when the race of the witness and suspect is different. Whilst there is a wealth of
research examining own-race bias (people are more accurate at remembering faces from their
own-race compared to faces of a different-race; Malpass & Kravitz, 1969; Meissner &
Brigham, 2001) in recognition memory (Meissner & Brigham, 2001; Sporer, 2001), very
little is known about how people describe faces from their own-race compared to faces of
another race. Research has demonstrated that individuals attend to features deemed relevant
to faces of their own-race and further attempt to apply this encoding scheme inappropriately
when examining faces of another race (Ellis et al., 1975; Fallshore & Schooler, 1995;
Shepherd & Deregowski, 1981).
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Research into the elicitation of person description information is limited with very
few studies being conducted and findings being inconsistent. As a result, numerous
academics in the field have called for more empirical research to be conducted into the
factors that impact the reporting of person description information (e.g. Lindsay, 2012;
Meissner et al., 2007). Across four studies, the current thesis examined how real-world
person descriptions are elicited by frontline police officers (Study 1; see Chapter 2), explored
whether there is an own-race bias when reporting person descriptions (Study 2; see Chapter
3), and tested the use of a cognitive mnemonic to facilitate the recall of person description
information for both single perpetrator (Study 3, Experiment 1; see Chapter 4) and multiple
perpetrator (Study 3, Experiment 2; see Chapter 4) events. The purpose of this first chapter is
to introduce the importance of person descriptions to the criminal investigation and review
the theoretical literature on memory processes for reporting witness events. It will start by
discussing the constraints of memory when providing person descriptions.
Remembering person details: A challenge for memory
Theories of memory typically distinguish between working memory, which holds
memories for a brief period, and long-term memory, which maintains memories for longer
periods. The latter comprises semantic memory and episodic memory, with semantic memory
referring to general world knowledge (e.g. facts) and episodic memory referring to the
recollection of unique personal experiences (Tulving, 1972, 2002). According to Tulving
(1985), episodic memory is a specialised category of memory relating to the conscious recall
of personally experienced events. In this sense, episodic memory allows us to become
witnesses to the past and give testimony about it (Mahr & Csibra, 2020).
However, memory is fallible (Frenda et al., 2011). Fallible not just because we forget
information, but fallible because we also “remember” things that did not happen. This can be
a simple case of misremembering (e.g. that we had orange juice at lunch, when in fact we had
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apple juice), or more seriously, misremembering entire events that never happened. We do
this not because memory is fundamentally flawed but because it is reconstructive. That is, our
memory for events is not a verbatim playback of what happened (Loftus, 1979). Rather, it is a
reconstruction based on the retrieval of stored remnants of the original experience that have
persisted in memory, along with schema-driven information that serves to make the memory
coherent and fill in the blanks (Ahn et al., 1992; Brewer & Nakamura, 1984).
Memory is malleable. That is, once created, a memory is not necessarily a fixed stable
entity (Wixted et al., 2018). When a memory is reactivated, whether it be to discuss an event
with friends or to provide an account of an event when questioned by the police, the mere
reactivating of the memory alters the memory. Post-event information (e.g. the
misinformation effect; Pickrell et al., 2016) can also reduce the accuracy of a witness’s
memory. The misinformation effect has been well-established in the academic literature and
refers to the tendency for post-event misleading information to reduce one’s memory
accuracy for the original event. For example, participants in a memory experiment can be led
to believe that they saw a ‘stop’ sign when they actually saw a ‘yield’ sign (Loftus et al.,
1978) or that they saw broken glass even though broken glass was not present (Loftus &
Palmer, 1974). Despite the inherent reconstructive nature of memory, memory often serves as
the centrepiece of the criminal investigation (Howe et al., 2017). That is, witnesses attempt to
provide person descriptions about the perpetrator(s) from memory, and therefore police
officers should follow best-practice interview techniques in order to support memory retrieval
from witnesses.
Witnesses are poor at providing person descriptions and this may be because of a
mismatch between the process of recognising a face and the process of recalling the features
of the face. Faces are encoded in memory and recognised using a holistic process (Tanaka &
Sengco, 1997). Thus, each feature of a face is strongly linked with other facial features.
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However, the activity of providing a description of a perpetrator consists of a sequential
process (Kask & Bull, 2009), which may be challenging given the holistic representation
stored in memory. For example, descriptions of faces tend to emphasise the individual
features of the face (e.g. thin lips, bushy eyebrows; Wells & Turtle, 1987). Consequently,
these conflicting processes (i.e. holistic vs. sequential) may explain why people are poor at
describing faces.
Reporting of person descriptions
Despite the importance of person descriptions in the investigative process, research
has shown that descriptions provided by witnesses are often limited in terms of the quantity
and quality of descriptors provided and, as a consequence, can frequently implicate multiple
people within the vicinity of the crime (Demarchi & Py, 2009). Kebbell and Milne (1998)
surveyed 159 police officers and found that 76% of police officers agreed with the statement
that witnesses ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ provide as many person details as they would like. Brown et
al. (2008) found an even higher percentage of police officers (90% of 72 police officers)
agreed with the statement that witnesses ‘rarely’ or ‘never’ provide as many person details as
they would like.
Archival data from real-world witness statements support the view held by police
officers. For example, Kuehn (1974) analysed 100 witness statements based on the accounts
of a single witness. The statements were taken from a random sample of criminal cases (e.g.
homicides, rapes, and armed robberies). Results showed that witnesses provided on average
7.2 physical details about the perpetrator. A number of other archive-based studies have
found that witnesses typically provide between 3.9 and 9.7 physical characteristic details
when describing a single perpetrator (see Table 1). Some research suggests that witnesses
tend to provide more physical details than descriptions of clothing (Sporer, 1996; van Koppen
& Lochun, 1997). For physical descriptors, Demarchi and Py (2009) reported that witnesses
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tended to report more general features such as gender, height and ethnicity compared to more
specific details pertaining to facial features such as the eyes, ears and mouth. Interestingly,
Kuehn (1974) found that fewer than 25% of the witnesses reported facial features. In other
studies (e.g. Demarchi, 2003; Fahsing et al., 2004; Sporer, 1996; van Koppen & Luchun,
1997), the majority of facial descriptors referred to the upper half of the face, in particular the
hair and eye colour, but other facial characteristics (e.g. chin, nose, mouth) were rarely
mentioned.
Table 1
Frequency and accuracy of descriptions from archive studies (adapted from Demarchi & Py,
2009)
Studies

Number of

Mean number of

witness statements

details reported

Kuehn (1974)

100

7.2

-

Lindsay, Martin, & Webber (1994)

205

3.9

-

Tollestrup, Turtle, & Yuille (1994)

164

6.9

-

Sporer (1996)

172

9.7

-

2,299

8.4

76

Demarchi (2003)

216

8.6

78

Fashing, Ask, & Granhag (2004)

250

9.4

87

van Koppen & Lochun (1997)

Accuracy

In terms of accuracy of person descriptions in real-world settings, Yuille and Cutshall
(1986) found an average accuracy rate of 75.6%. Similar results have been found in other
studies (see Table 1). When examining the contents of person descriptions in more detail, the
descriptions about the perpetrators gender and ethnicity were almost always accurate,
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whereas facial and other characteristics were less accurate across studies (see Table 2).
However, there are limitations to drawing conclusions from such data. For example, van
Koppen and Lochun (1997) compared the person descriptions given by witnesses to the
descriptions of the convicted offenders as recorded by police officers at the time of the arrest.
However, this does not take into account that the appearance of the perpetrator may have
changed over time, nor does it confirm whether the perpetrator was in fact the guilty party. It
should be noted that the person descriptions obtained in the previous studies (see Table 2)
were elicited using standard police interview protocols, and thus techniques to support
retrieval (e.g. the CI; Geiselman et al., 1984) were not used to obtain the descriptions.
In summary, it seems witnesses have a general impression of the perpetrator, but do
not report discrete features (e.g. nose, mouth, etc.). Thus, witnesses’ verbal descriptions of
criminals are typically too few in number and too vague to identify a perpetrator.
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Table 2
Occurrence and accuracy of descriptors from archive studies (Demarchi & Py, 2009)
Attributes

van Koppen & Lochun

Demarchi (2003)

(1997)

(N = 216)

Fahsing et al. (2004)
(N = 250)

(N = 2,299)
Occurrence Accuracy

Occurrence Accuracy

Occurrence Accuracy

(%)

(0%)

(%)

(0%)

(%)

(0%)

Gender

95

100

100

100

100

100

Height

70

97

83

58

91

78

Ethnicity

64

80

85

97

50

92

Build

48

51

65

74

84

90

Age

55

98

86

43

62

60

Hair

-

-

-

-

18

97

Hair colour

36

82

43

77

-

-

Hair length

-

-

51

84

-

-

Hair type

34

33

0

-

-

-

Face shape

12

100

0

-

10

85

Eye colour

5

75

11

78

4

100

Nose

3

37

2

-

-

-

Facial hair

10

3

0

-

2

100

Mouth

2

39

1

-

2

20

Accent

31

32

-

-

47

99

Laboratory studies examining human memory (e.g. verbal recall, construction of
facial composites, identification parades) have found that witnesses provided on average 10
physical details about the perpetrator (see Table 3). Whilst the average number of person
descriptions is slightly higher in laboratory studies than real-world studies, participants in
laboratory studies, and under good quality encoding conditions, can still provide poor person
descriptions. For example, Sporer (2007) found participants only reported on average 4.46
person details even when they gave their descriptions immediately after viewing the target in
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a filmed event. In terms of accuracy, laboratory studies have reported an average accuracy
rate of 83.8% (see Table 3).
In terms of the content of person descriptions in the laboratory, Lindsay et al. (1994)
found that height was reported by 86% of participants, follow by build (51%), gender (46%),
age (45%), ethnicity (43%) and weight (22%). In terms of facial features, upper features (e.g.
hair and eyes) were reported more than lower features (e.g. chin, lips, mouth; Ellis et al.,
1980; Laughery et al., 1986). Lindsay et al. (1994) also compared the frequency of report of
various features by witnesses to real-world crimes (using newspaper accounts) versus staged
crimes, and found that data obtained in the laboratory and field differ in meaningful ways.
Although there is little evidence that real-world descriptions are better than those obtained in
research settings, these data suggest that different features are described at different rates
between real-world and laboratory studies. For example, in person descriptions obtained in
the field, weight was rarely mentioned, and gender nearly always mentioned, but this was not
the case in the laboratory.
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Table 3
Frequency and accuracy of descriptions from laboratory studies (adapted from Demarchi &
Py, 2009.
Studies

Mean number of

Accuracy

details reported
Wells, Rydell, & Seelau (1993)

5.1

-

Lindsay, Martin, & Weber (1994)

7.4

-

Geiselman et al. (2000)

5.3

87

Tunnicliff & Clark (2000)

6.3

-

Meissner, Brigham, & Kelly (2001)

9.0

90

Brown & Lloyd-Jones (2003)

15.9

71

Pozzulo & Warren (2003)

9.9

87

An issue with research on person descriptions for eyewitness events is the lack of an
agreed definition. Meissner et al. (2008) found that the methods of eliciting person
descriptions vary between studies in terms of the types of physical characteristics they
include. For example, some researchers focused specifically on asking for facial features and
hair (e.g. Brown & Lloyd-Jones, 2002, 2003), whereas others included assessments of the
whole body such as height, build, weight, posture and clothing (e.g. van Koppen & Lochun,
1997). This variability in how descriptors are obtained from witnesses has added complexity
when researchers have attempted to compare measures of description quality across different
studies (Meissner et al., 2008).
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In summary, whilst person descriptions in laboratory studies appear to be more
detailed than those reported by real witnesses, they remain insufficient in terms of the
diagnostic value needed to help police officers to identify the perpetrator(s).
Why do person descriptions lack diagnostic value?
Diagnostic value refers to the quantity and quality of the person descriptions provided
by witnesses (e.g. a person description with high diagnostic value will include numerous
references to the physical appearance and clothing of the perpetrator). To have ‘diagnostic’
value, the person description needs to enable an investigator to discriminate accurately in
order to identify the correct perpetrator. Incomplete person descriptions lack diagnostic value
and are problematic for the investigative process as they provide few clues for the police to
find the perpetrator. There are numerous reasons why person descriptions lack diagnostic
value, such as strategic monitoring of memory, insufficient instructions provided to
witnesses, and inadequate interviewing techniques.
Strategic monitoring of memory
One reason why person descriptions lack diagnostic value is because they lack fine-grain
details about the appearance of the perpetrator. Witnesses do not provide more detail because
they are attempting to regulate or balance the informativeness and accuracy of the
information that they provide (Sauer & Hope, 2016). One method for balancing accuracy and
informativeness is to regulate the level of detail (grain size) they report (Goldsmith et al.,
2002; Sauer & Hope, 2016). Fine-grain responses are more informative but less likely to be
accurate compared with coarse-grain details. When a premium is placed on accurate reporting
(e.g. when providing person descriptions to the police), it is likely that witnesses use a higher
threshold for accurate reporting and may screen out information that is likely to be incorrect.
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Thus, witnesses may be strategically regulating their memory to enhance accuracy (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1994, 1996).
Witnesses need to adopt appropriate strategies to enhance their memory for the task at
hand (Bjorklund et al., 2009). Witnesses control how much information they report based on
how confident they are about the accuracy of their recollection. In addition, witnesses
regulate their responses by adjusting the precision of the reported information (control over
grain size; Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008). According to the satisficing model of the
minimum-confidence criterion (Goldsmith et al., 2002), the interviewee will start by
assessing fine-grain answers which they will volunteer (i.e. report) if it is likely to be correct
(e.g. he had piercing blue eyes), otherwise they will provide coarse-grain answers (e.g. he had
dark eyes) in order to preserve accuracy. In the immediate aftermath of a crime when
searches are often initiated to locate a perpetrator, more informative (fine-grain) details are
preferable. However, if an interviewee is unsure of their recollection, fine-grain details are
less likely to be correct (cf. coarse-grain details; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996; Weber &
Brewer, 2008). When a premium is placed on accurate reporting (e.g. when providing person
descriptions for the police), it is likely that witnesses attempt to enhance the accuracy of what
they say by screening out information that is likely to be incorrect. Given that witnesses are
unlikely to have extensively encoded the face, this strategic regulation may result in minimal
detail about the perpetrators face being provided by the witness.
McCallum et al. (2016), during an eyewitness experiment, found that participants
reported more fine-grain than coarse-grain information. Observing a similar prioritisation of
fine-grain details, Brewer et al. (2018) suggested that while witnesses to a crime may be
extremely confident about some coarse-grain details they recalled, they may also believe the
police would find such details uninformative (e.g. police already know the information, or
details are too general). The Dual-Criterion Model suggests that informativeness mediates
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reporting, in that even if coarse-grain details are more likely to be accurate (though
imprecise; Evans & Fisher, 2011), they may be withheld if assessed by the interviewee as not
sufficiently informative. This potential assumption of police knowledge that witnesses hold is
problematic when gathering person description information from witnesses because in the
immediate search for the perpetrator, coarse-grain details could be invaluable to narrowing
down the search (e.g. knowing someone is wearing a dark rather than a light jacket could
inform a CCTV search for a target fleeing the scene).
The ability of a witness to regulate the quality and quantity of their reporting is
impacted by the type of retrieval technique employed. Koriat and Goldsmith (1996)
examined how participants responded to a general knowledge test when using free-report and
forced-report conditions. Participants first gave responses to each question and had to rate
how confident they were that the answer was correct. Later, participants could decide
whether to answer a question or not. During this stage, participants were informed that whilst
there was no penalty for not answering a question, they would receive monetary incentives
for accurate responses and incur penalties for incorrect responses. The results revealed that
when free to choose whether to report an answer or not, participants answered questions that
they were certain of, with participants who received high penalties for incorrect answers
exercising a stricter criterion at reporting (cf. participants with moderate penalties).
Participants in the free-report condition were also able to monitor the accuracy of their
responses by volunteering answers that exceeded a pre-set criterion of confidence that the
answer was correct (satisficing model; Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008). Finally, participants
were more effective at monitoring their accuracy when they were able to control whether to
volunteer or withhold an answer (control of report option). Furthermore, Scoboria and Fisico
(2013) found that interviewees were able to effectively monitor the accuracy of their
responses using the phrase ‘I don’t know’.
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These findings have a number of important implications for frontline police
interviews. Frontline police officers should utilise free-report formats as these are more likely
to facilitate effective monitoring of accuracy, due to witnesses being in control of what
information they volunteer. In addition, officers should not pressure or demand a witness to
report information. Instead, officers should encourage witnesses not to guess information that
they are unsure of, in order to promote accurate reporting (Memon et al., 2010). Thus, one of
the objectives of the current thesis was to examine how person descriptions are elicited with a
focus on the reporting format used by frontline police officers.
Instructions given to witnesses
Person descriptions have been shown to be dependent on the nature of the instructions
given to witnesses (Demarchi & Py, 2009). Poor instructions can limit or caution a witness
against providing detailed and accurate person descriptions. For instance, Meissner et al.
(2001) found that providing a warning instruction ‘be sure to report only those details that
you are confident of, and do not attempt to guess any particular feature’ significantly
increased the overall description accuracy (cf. standard and forced recall). However, it should
be noted that even when the warning instruction was used, the accuracy of person
descriptions was still poor. Thus, the question of how person descriptions can be improved
remains.
Inadequate interviewing techniques to support the provision of detailed person descriptions
Securing detailed and accurate accounts about what actually happened from witnesses
is critical for criminal investigations (e.g. locating the perpetrator who may still be at large;
Hope & Gabbert, 2019). In the United Kingdom, when collecting person descriptions,
frontline police officers typically use a suspect description form (see Appendix E) that is
completed by the police officer taking the witness’s account (Centrex, 2004). This form is
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designed to prompt the reporting of critical information from witnesses via a series of specific
closed questions (e.g. prompts on height, build, and clothing). However, this form can
encourage police officers to ask witnesses a series of short-answer closed questions,
alongside other poor practices (e.g. asking witness-incompatible questions, interrupting
witnesses; Fisher et al., 1987).
The use of ineffective interviewing practices and failure to support the retrieval of
information from memory can restrict the reporting of information by witnesses (Evans et al.,
2010; Vrij et al., 2014). This may explain why witnesses provide poor person descriptions, as
police officers fail to provide adequate retrieval support for the task and fail to make clear
what the task actually is (Fisher, 1995; Wright & Alison, 2004), or police officers adopt
inadequate questioning strategies (Oxburgh et al., 2010). The current guidance on
interviewing witnesses (Ministry of Justice, 2011) recognises that witnesses tend not to
realise that the interviewer requires detailed descriptions of the perpetrator(s), and as a result,
person descriptions tend to be short and incomplete.
There is limited field research examining police interviewing at the scene of an
incident, and therefore little is known about the nature of interactions between frontline
police officers and witnesses. The research that is available demonstrates that police officers
have an overreliance on closed questions and leadings questions (Myklebust & Alison, 2000;
Wright & Alison, 2004), which is problematic because (i) closed questions limit the amount
of information reported by the witness (Oxburgh et al., 2010), and (ii) leading questions have
a detrimental effect on the accuracy of witness memory (Loftus & Palmer, 1974; Eisen et al.,
2002). In contrast, open-ended questions have been found to elicit more accurate and detailed
information compared to closed questions (Myklebust & Bjorklund, 2006; Oxburgh et al.,
2010). Hence, witnesses may be able to remember information about the appearance of the
perpetrator(s) but are being asked inappropriate questions that inhibit the reporting of person
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descriptions. It is not surprising that frontline police officers have been shown to rely on
closed or leading questions as they themselves have reported feeling inadequately trained, ill
equipped and under pressure when conducting frontline interviews (Dando et al., 2008).
However, research has found that even trained interviewers often fail to implement best
practices when interviewing witnesses (Soukara et al., 2009).
Frontline police officers need to ensure they are following interview guidelines that
have been informed by best-practice. For example, to actively listen to witnesses (and to not
interrupt witnesses when they provide their account of what happened; Beune et al., 2011).
Fisher (1995) argues that interruptions discourage witnesses from providing extensive,
detailed responses. If witnesses are constantly interrupted then the witness may interpret this
as an indication that they only have a limited time to respond to the police officer, so may
start to shorten their responses accordingly. This can further reduce the quantity of the person
descriptions reported by the witness, which are already limited.
To avoid contaminating a witnesses memory of an event, police officers should be
warned against providing witnesses with feedback during the interview as it can inflate their
confidence (though this has mainly been documented in recognition tasks as opposed to recall
tasks; Semmler et al., 2004). For example, when a witness is given explicit feedback, or even
subtle cues, regarding their account, they are likely to adjust their confidence to reflect their
belief that they were accurate (confirming feedback) or inaccurate (disconfirming feedback).
Witness confidence can impact upon how the witness is perceived by the police and in court,
with higher confidence being associated with honesty (Wells et al., 1979; Whitley &
Greenberg, 1986). Frontline police officers therefore need to be aware that providing
feedback can distort memory (Garven et al., 2000), and ultimately lead to inaccurate person
descriptions.
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Finally, witnesses are rarely warned against discussing their experiences with other
witnesses and, furthermore, witnesses are sometimes interviewed in front of each other at the
scene of a crime (Hope & Gabbert, 2019). Failing to separate witnesses can have significant
implications for the criminal investigation, including the reliability of witness accounts. For
example, co-witnesses can affect how one witness remembers the event and this can lead to
memory conformity (Gabbert & Hope, 2013). Memory conformity refers to the formation of
a memory about the incident that is acquired by a witness following the event (e.g. during
discussions with other people; Gabbert et al., 2003). In other circumstances, one witness may
report details learned from another in order to avoid the perceived social costs of disagreeing
(referred to as social conformity; Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). The problem with memory
conformity and social conformity is that witnesses may go on to report details that were
learnt through discussions with a co-witness because they have forgotten the source of the
information (Zaragoza & Lane, 1994) or because they believe the new information to be
accurate (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). In dynamic incidents where there are multiple witnesses
and importantly multiple police officers, it is paramount that witnesses are separated to avoid
contamination of memory (Gabbert et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2019).
The failure to use best practices in interviewing raises serious concerns about the
ability of police officers to obtain complete and accurate information (including descriptions
of the perpetrator) needed to conduct criminal investigations successfully and efficiently.
Thus, person descriptions provided by witnesses are not inherently unreliable, but poor
interviewing techniques can negatively affect the nature and content of witness accounts.
Using mnemonics to improve person descriptions
Despite person descriptions being a significant source of information in the
identification of potential perpetrators, few studies have attempted to increase the quantity
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and accuracy of descriptions. That being said, there are a number of evidence-based
mnemonics that support the reporting of detailed and reliable information by witnesses, and
some of these are already embedded in best-practice police interviewing (e.g. context
reinstatement forms part of the CI and the SAI).
Cognitive Interview (CI)
Interview techniques that use cognitive mnemonics to provide retrieval support have
been shown to be useful for increasing the completeness of information across the whole
interview (e.g. the CI; Fisher & Geiselman, 1992). The CI proposes ways of enhancing
retrieval of episodic information from memory and centres around two main principles: (i) a
memory trace consists of several elements of related information, and (ii) there are several
possible ways of retrieving an encoded event, so information that cannot be retrieved via one
pathway need not be lost, but may be retrieved using an alternative pathway. The CI is
embedded in best-practice police interviewing and incorporates several distinct mnemonics.
One of these is the mental reinstatement of context (MRC) instruction. The key premise of
MRC is that recall is facilitated when there is an overlap between the condition present at
encoding and at retrieval (encoding-specificity principle; Thomson & Tulving, 1970; Tulving
& Thompson, 1973). The MRC instruction therefore encourages a witness to recreate the
psychological (e.g. their emotional state and their thoughts) and physical environment (e.g.
their surroundings) that existed at the time of the to-be-remembered event via a set of predefined instructions (Memon et al., 2010). Research has consistently reported that the
administration of the MRC instruction has elicited more correct information than a free recall
condition (Dando et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2005; Memon & Bruce, 1985).
Geiselman et al. (1984) found that during the CI, information gained for person
descriptions was often weak. However, there has been some success with certain aspects of
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the CI, such as the report all and context reinstatement instructions (Boon & Noon, 1994;
Clifford & George, 1996), but even then, results were still poor for person description recall.
Removing inappropriate instructions (forming a modified version of the CI) has also been
found to increase completeness. In studies that focused specifically on whether the CI
improves perpetrator descriptions, more positive results were found. For instance, Finger and
Pezdek (1999) removed the change order and change perspective instructions and reported
that the modified CI was more effective than a standard interview. Py and Demarchi (2006)
modified the CI and added a holistic processing instruction (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), which
aimed to take into account the holistic character (e.g. not only the person’s appearance but
also other characteristics, such as intelligence and likeability). Through combining these
techniques, the modified CI increased the quantity and quality of person descriptions (cf.
standard police interview).
Although the CI has substantial empirical support and far-reaching application, Satin
and Fisher (2019) identified limitations with the former studies including the omission of
important components of the CI such as building rapport and instructing the eyewitness not to
guess. Consequently, two conspicuous gaps in the literature have been identified. First,
whether the CI can elicit a more complete, accurate description of the perpetrator (cf.
standard police interview; Brown et al., 2008; Gabbert & Brown, 2015). Second, if so,
whether the description provided by witnesses is useful to the police in identifying the
perpetrator. To address these gaps in the literature, Satin and Fisher (2019) restricted person
descriptions to include only descriptors of the physical appearance. College students (N = 67)
witnessed a simulated robbery and were then interviewed using either the CI or a standard
police interview to elicit a description of the robber. The results showed that the CI elicited
almost three times as many descriptors, and at comparable levels of accuracy (cf. standard
police interview). These findings suggest that the CI can be used to successfully elicit person
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descriptions about a perpetrator. However, it is unlikely that frontline police officers would
have the time or resources to carry out the CI (Dando et al., 2009) and therefore alternative
retrieval techniques need to be considered.
Self-Administered interview (SAI)
There are evidence-based interview tools available to support the retrieval and
reporting of detailed information that police officers can administer at the scene of an
incident (e.g. the SAI; Gabbert et al., 2009). The SAI is based upon the same underlying
theoretical principles as the CI and uses some of the same memory-enhancing components
(e.g. report everything and context reinstatement) that are designed to elicit a written freerecall statement. In addition, the SAI aims to provide a high-quality statement by
discouraging witnesses from guessing and by using non-leading questions and cues (Hope et
al., 2011). Studies using the SAI have reported an increase in the quantity and accuracy of
person description details (Gabbert et al., 2009; Krix et al., 2016), as well as overall details
(for a review see Horry et al., 2021). It should be noted that research suggests that the SAI
should be administered as soon as possible (to preserve witness memory), as recall accuracy
decreases and post-event misinformation susceptibility increases when the SAI is
administered more than 24 hours after an event (Paterson et al., 2015).
Self-Generated Cues (SGC)
Previous research on eyewitness memory has focused on interviewer-led cues to
generate information (e.g. mental reinstatement of context; Dando et al., 2009). However,
interviewers cannot know what the most salient information to the interviewee is. One
solution is to ask the interviewee to provide the information themselves using the SGC
mnemonic. SGC are salient details from a witnessed event that can be actively generated by
the individual themselves to facilitate their memory of a target event (cf. interviewer-
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generated cues and no cues; Kontogianni et al., 2018; Wheeler & Gabbert, 2017). When
witnesses recall episodic information, stored traces are activated and these subsequently
prompt related details. Thus, ‘spreading activation’ through an associative network
(activation theory; Anderson, 1983). With every attempt at remembering details, the stronger
the memory trace becomes. Research has shown that the stronger a memory, the more likely
it is that it will be recalled at a later date and that it will activate associated memories
(Anderson, 1983). Similarly, Anderson and Conway (1993) showed that, when asked to list
event details using a free recall, participants first listed ‘distinctive details’, before then listing
other details that were highly associated with those distinctive details. Thus, self-generation
of distinctive cues can trigger related memories by tapping a common theme (Anderson &
Conway, 1993). The use of SGC should trigger the retrieval of related event details while
excluding unrelated details, thus satisfying both the encoding-specificity principle (Tulving &
Thomson, 1973), and the principle of cue overload (Nairne, 2002).
For retrieval cues to effectively support recall, a number of key qualities have been
suggested: (i) constructability, so that cues generated at encoding can be reliably reproduced
at recall; (ii) there needs to be consistency between encoding and retrieval within a given
context; (iii) strong associations are needed with the target and these need to be easily
associated with newly learned information; and (iv) bidirectionality of association (i.e. the
cue recalling target information and target information recalling the cue; Wheeler & Gabbert,
2017). In addition, retrieval cues need to be distinctive and discriminable so that it is possible
to distinguish cues from one another and so that it is possible to differentiate the target
memories associated with each (Tullis & Benjamin, 2015). If retrieval cues are not distinct or
discriminable then the cues are likely to become associated with more information which
reduces the effectiveness of the cue in promoting the recall of target information. Watkins
and Watkins (1975) refer to this as cue overload which is problematic as it leads to lower and
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less accurate recall. This is because the cue contains too many associative links (the fan
effect; Anderson, 1983).
Recent research has focused on using SGC to examine whether they facilitate the
retrieval of target memories in eyewitness contexts. Wheeler and Gabbert (2017) defined
SGC as: any detail salient to the individual themselves which facilitates more complete
retrieval of a target. Salient information is more easily recalled than non-salient information;
thus, the SGC instruction allows the witness to run with cues that come to their mind rather
than cues implemented by the interviewer.
Kontogianni et al. (2018) found that using SGC led to more correct details from
mock witnesses (cf. other-generated cues and no cues). In terms of perpetrator descriptions,
Wheeler et al. (2017) showed participants a live event, before they were asked to carry out a
free recall. Participants were provided with three self-generated cue techniques: a timeline,
keywords, and a concept map. They found that the use of SGC improved free recall (i.e.
provided more details), without reducing accuracy. In addition, they found that participants in
the keyword condition reported the most person description information (cf. a timeline and a
concept map). Thus, it appears that self-generated cue techniques can aid retrieval of person
description details which are important to an investigation. To this end, one objective of the
current thesis was to further test whether the use of SGC increased the reporting of person
description information.
Thesis Outline
This thesis presents four empirical studies that examine how person descriptions are
elicited in real-world cases (Study 1) and within laboratory settings (Studies 2 and 3). Within
the laboratory studies, I also explored whether an own-race bias exists when mock-witnesses
describe a perpetrator, and tested the effectiveness of using a self-generated cue mnemonic
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for improving the quantity and quality of person description during single and multiple
perpetrator events. Beyond estimator factors (such as poor encoding conditions), there are
several reasons why person descriptions may lack diagnostic value. However, for the
purposes of the current research, I focused on strategic monitoring of memory and inadequate
interviewing techniques.
Study 1 (see Chapter 2) explores how person descriptions are elicited by frontline
police officers in the United Kingdom. The study involved the use of real-world body worn
video footage to examine the questioning techniques employed by frontline officers in order
to elicit person descriptions from witnesses.
Study 2 (see Chapter 3) examined whether witnesses demonstrated an own-race bias
when reporting person descriptions. During this laboratory experiment, the person description
component of the SAI was extended to include prompts and cues to facial features, physical
characteristics and clothing. The study examined interviewees’ reporting of person
description information for own-race (cf. different-race) during a staged crime event in which
a single perpetrator committed a theft. The study draws upon the research knowledge base of
metacognitive monitoring and precision over reporting.
Study 3 (see Chapter 4) comprised two laboratory experiments that tested a theorydriven mnemonic (SGC) to facilitate participant reporting of person description information.
In Experiment 1, participants witnessed a staged theft of a single perpetrator and in
Experiment 2, participants witnessed a staged theft of multiple perpetrators, with participants
in both experiments being tasked with providing a description of the perpetrator(s). Based on
previous research on effective cued-recall retrieval for person descriptions, the study tested
whether the use of self-generated cues (cf. free recall and person description cues) increased
the quantity and quality of person description information reported by the participants.
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In the general discussion (see Chapter 5), I begin by providing an overview of the key
findings. I consider both the theoretical and applied implications of the results on memory
retrieval and how person descriptions can be better elicited. Finally, I provide
recommendations for enhancing the retrieval of person descriptions from witnesses, as well
as discuss limitations of the current research, before offering suggestions for future research.
Thesis Format: PhD by compilation
The format of the current PhD thesis follows a compilation style, starting with a
general introductory chapter, followed by individual chapters presenting each study in a
journal article format (i.e. abstract, introduction, method, results and discussion). As a result,
there is some repetition throughout the thesis because each chapter has been written so that it
is independent of all other chapters, and more digestible for the reader. The current PhD
thesis ends with a general discussion chapter that summarises the findings of each study and
explains how the studies together have advanced the research knowledge base in the field of
frontline policing.
This thesis is structured as a series of published or publishable articles in line with
Christianson et al. (2015) in which PhD students are encouraged to focus on ensuring their
PhD studies are ready for publication in order to strengthen their CV alongside the
completion of their research. The choice to undertake a compilation thesis was made in
conjunction with the supervisory team and the graduate school at the University of
Portsmouth. It was deemed most appropriate for the chosen subject area of the PhD thesis due
to the research consisting of a small number of separate, stand alone, studies suitable for
journal articles. Consequently, each chapter has been reviewed by the supervisory team and
peer reviewed by external reviewers, if published. In addition, this style of PhD thesis is
perceived to work best for students who are supervised by experienced researchers with a
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strong publication record (see work of Professor Milne and Professor Hope for extensive
research outputs).
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Chapter 2
‘He was just your typical average guy’ Examining how person
descriptions are elicited by frontline police officers

Published as:
Dalton, G., Milne, R., Hope, L., Vernham, Z., & Nunan, J. (2021). ‘He was just your typical
average guy’ Examining how person descriptions are elicited by frontline police
officers. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 35(2), 517-525. doi: 10.1002/acp.3778.
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Foreword
Chapter 2 presents a field study for which I coded body worn video footage to examine how
frontline police officers elicit person descriptions from witnesses. My supervisors and I
identified a gap in the literature recognising the need to explore frontline policing, specifically,
the questions frontline officers ask to elicit person information from witnesses. Until the current
study, there was no research on the topic of frontline questioning due to police officers only
manually recording the responses that a witness provides and not the questions that the officers
ask (i.e. the handwritten statement). The design of the study was developed through discussions
with a senior police inspector who facilitated access to body worn video footage at a UK police
station. This process required me to become a police volunteer and entailed six months of police
vetting, confidentiality agreements, and ethical approval from my host University. I was
responsible for designing the study (which was discussed with the supervisory team). I was
then required to set up the study, access the data, view the data, code and transcribe the data,
analyse the data, and prepare the study for publication. Dr Vernham assisted with statistical
analyses and Dr Nunan completed the inter-rater reliability. All authors read drafts of the
manuscript prior to journal submission.
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Abstract
Person descriptions often lack the level of detail necessary to assist in the apprehension of a
perpetrator. To date, it is not clear how person descriptions are obtained by frontline police
officers. Worldwide, many police forces now use body worn video (BWV), which provides a
unique opportunity to examine how frontline police officers gather person descriptions from
witnesses. I examined how person descriptions (N = 207) were elicited by frontline police
officers, with a particular focus on the types of questions used. BWV of 81 interactions
involving 45 frontline police officers and 141 witnesses were analysed. Person descriptions
were obtained using inappropriate questions 50.54% of the time, with leading questions being
the most commonly used (44.84%). Appropriate questions (i.e. open questions) led to more
information being provided (cf. inappropriate questions), including more fine- and coarsegrain details. Implications for the training of frontline police officers are discussed.

Keywords
Person descriptions, Investigative interviewing, Eyewitness memory, Body worn video,
Police
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Introduction
Frontline police officers attending the scene of a crime are usually tasked with
obtaining descriptions about persons of interest (i.e. perpetrators) as quickly and as accurately
as possible. Such descriptions are passed on to other law enforcement teams for the
identification of potential perpetrators in the vicinity of the crime scene. Person descriptions
are both prescriptive (i.e. look for someone who matches the description) and proscriptive
(i.e. ignore those who do not fit the description). According to police officers, person
descriptions are a significant source of information in the identification of potential
perpetrators (Brown et al., 2008). Verbal descriptions of perpetrators are therefore a critical
component of the preliminary investigation of a crime (Demarchi & Py, 2009; Meissner et
al., 2007; Milne & Bull, 2006).
Despite the importance of person descriptions in the investigative process, research
has shown that descriptions provided by witnesses or victims1 often lack diagnostic value and
can frequently implicate multiple people within the vicinity of the crime (Demarchi & Py,
2009). Indeed, Brown et al. (2008) found that 80.6% of police officers agreed with the
statement that ‘witnesses rarely provide as many person details as they would like’ (p.537).
Given that the purpose of a person description is to help someone recognise that an unknown
individual walking down the street is the potential perpetrator, this lack of detail may hamper
effective investigations and the apprehension of perpetrators. The aim of the current study
was to explore the nature of real-world person descriptions and to examine the types of
questions frontline police officers ask at the scene of the incident to obtain such descriptions.
Perpetrator descriptions provided by witnesses

1

For the remainder of this manuscript, the term witness will be used to describe not only those who observe the
crime but also those who fall victim to the crime.
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Kuehn (1974) analysed 100 witness statements and found that witnesses provided
accurate recall for actions and objects, but made numerous errors when reporting information
about people. Similar findings have been reported across other studies (e.g. Fahsing et al.,
2004; Sporer 1996). Research has also examined the frequency of different types of person
descriptors provided by witnesses. For example, it has been shown that witnesses provide
more physical details than descriptions of clothing (Sporer, 1996; van Koppen & Lochun,
1997). For physical descriptors, Demarchi and Py (2009) reported that witnesses tended to
report more general features such as gender, height and ethnicity compared to more specific
details pertaining to facial features such as the eyes, ears and mouth. Furthermore, Kuehn
(1974) found that fewer than 25% of the witnesses reported facial features. A number of
archive-based studies have found that witnesses typically provide between 3.9 and 9.7
physical characteristic details when describing a single perpetrator (Lindsay et al., 1994;
Sporer, 1996).
Lindsay et al. (1994) compared the frequency of report of various features by
witnesses to real-world crimes (using newspaper accounts) versus staged crimes and found
that data obtained in the laboratory and field differs in meaningful ways. Although there is
little evidence that real-world descriptions are better than those obtained in research settings,
these data suggest that different features are described at different rates between real-world
and laboratory descriptions. For example, in person descriptions obtained in the field, weight
was rarely mentioned, and gender nearly always mentioned but this was not the case in
research settings. In a survey by Brown et al. (2008), police officers reported that
descriptions of perpetrators tended to consist of general characteristics (e.g. sex, age, race,
height, hair colour and hair length) and less often contained information concerning facial
features (e.g. eyes, nose and mouth). One reason why person descriptions lack diagnostic
value may be that witnesses are reluctant to report more fine-grain details or it does not occur
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to them that such information might be relevant. With regards to person descriptions, finegrain detail is specific and detailed information, such as ‘light blue’ eyes or ‘long, dark
brown, curly’ hair.
Witnesses tend to regulate the information they provide (Goldsmith et al., 2002; Sauer
& Hope, 2016). In other words, when people remember an event, they do not necessarily
report everything they know, but instead strategically regulate what they report (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1996). When a premium is placed on accurate reporting (e.g. when providing
person descriptions for the police), it is likely that witnesses attempt to enhance the accuracy
of what they say by screening out information that is likely to be incorrect. In other words,
witnesses may be strategically regulating their memory to enhance accuracy (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1994, 1996). Given that witnesses are unlikely to have extensively encoded the
face, this strategic regulation will result in minimal detail about the face being provided about
the perpetrator.
In addition to fine-grain details, witnesses can also provide coarse-grain details (i.e.
details that lack specific information, such as “he had dark eyes”). McCallum et al. (2016)
found that participants reported more fine-grain than coarse-grain information when
providing accounts of witnessed events. Observing a similar prioritisation of fine-grained
details, Brewer et al. (2018) suggested that while witnesses to a crime may be extremely
confident about some coarse-grain details they recalled, they may also believe the police
would find such details uninformative (e.g. police already know the information or details are
too general). Coarse-grain details are more likely to be accurate, but imprecise (Evans &
Fisher, 2011), and since such details are not thought to be informative by witnesses,
witnesses do not spontaneously report them. This potential assumption of police knowledge
that witnesses hold is problematic when gathering person description information from
witnesses because in the immediate search for the perpetrator, coarse-grain details could be
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invaluable to narrowing down the search (e.g. knowing someone is wearing a dark rather than
a light jacket could inform a CCTV search for a target fleeing the scene).
Another reason why witnesses provide poor person descriptions may be that police
officers fail to provide adequate retrieval support for the task (Fisher, 1995; Wright & Alison,
2004) or adopt inadequate questioning strategies (Oxburgh et al., 2010). When collecting
person descriptions, frontline police officers typically use a suspect description form
(Centrex, 2004). This form is designed to prompt the reporting of critical information from
witnesses via a series of specific closed questions (e.g. questions on height, build, and
clothing). However, it could be argued that the suspect description form is problematic
because it is not normative for witnesses to provide descriptions of people at the required
level of detail, and they may not necessarily have the language to do it with precision.
Unfortunately, there is limited field research examining police interviewing at the
scene of an incident. Thus, little is known about the interactions occurring between witnesses
and frontline police officers. There are many competing priorities in the frontline contexts,
including securing the scene and maintaining public order. When interviewing witnesses in
frontline contexts, at a basic level, is it important for frontline police officers to actively listen
to witnesses (and to not interrupt witnesses when they provide their account of what
happened; Beune et al., 2011; Fisher, 1995), to avoid providing feedback (Semmler et al.,
2004), and to manage multiple witnesses (Hope & Gabbert, 2019). In dynamic incidents
where there are multiple witnesses and multiple police officers, it is paramount that the above
steps are taken to avoid contamination of memory (Gabbert et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2019).
The few studies that have been conducted in this context have noted shortcomings in
the way in which police officers interview witnesses (Brown et al., 2008), including an over
reliance on the use of closed questions (Myklebust & Alison, 2000; Wright & Alison, 2004)
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and the use of leading/suggestive questions (Wright & Alison, 2004). This is problematic as
closed questions limit the amount of information likely to be reported (Oxburgh et al., 2010)
and leading/suggestive questions have a detrimental effect on the accuracy of witness
memory (Loftus & Palmer, 1974; Eisen et al., 2002). The issue for frontline police officers
gathering person descriptions is that research has shown that if a witness encounters
misinformation prior to a detailed statement being taken then this can increase the chance of
misinformation being recalled in subsequent retrieval attempts (Frenda et al., 2011).
Research has shown that asking open-ended questions elicits more accurate and
detailed information compared to specific closed questions (Myklebust & Bjorklund, 2006;
Oxburgh et al., 2010). Therefore, it is possible that witnesses can remember information
about the appearance of the perpetrator, but are being asked unhelpful or other inappropriate
questions that inhibit the retrieval or reporting of this critical person description information.
It is worth bearing in mind that frontline police officers typically have the least amount of
investigative interview training, but it is these officers who are responsible for carrying out
the majority of interviews at the initial stages of the investigation (Dando et al., 2009).
Indeed, frontline police officers have reported feeling inadequately trained, ill-equipped and
under pressure when conducting frontline interviews (Dando et al., 2008). Thus, person
descriptions provided by witnesses are not inherently unreliable, but poor interviewing
techniques can negatively affect the nature and content of witness accounts.
Capturing person descriptions via body worn video
Advances in digital recording technology are transforming modern policing (Jennings
et al., 2014). Cameras mounted on police uniforms (referred to as Body Worn Video [BWV])
have been credited with creating greater transparency, efficiency, and effectiveness of police
conduct all over the world (e.g. America, the United Kingdom, and Australia; Drover &
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Ariel, 2015). Early research observed that the use of BWV is associated with a reduced
number of complaints against the police by both witnesses and fellow officers (Katz et al.,
2014), and reduced use of force by police officers during interactions with members of the
public (Ariel et al., 2015). More recent research has started to use BWV as a tool to examine
the communication skills of frontline police officers and how information is elicited from
witnesses. To date, results suggest that frontline police officers often fail to deploy strategies
to build rapport with witnesses, and use inappropriate questions (e.g. closed or leading
questions) to gather information (Gabbert et al., 2016).
The current study
The aim of this exploratory study was to examine BWV of real-life interviews taken
from frontline police officers interactions with witnesses where a description of the
perpetrator(s) is elicited. With this footage, and for the first time since the introduction of
BWV, I had a unique opportunity to examine the interactions occurring between frontline
police officers and witnesses, and to evaluate the types of questions frontline police officers
ask witnesses when gathering information about the perpetrator(s). To date, it has not been
possible to examine such interactions as, previously, police officers recorded the responses
provided by the witnesses in a written statement but did not record the specific questions used
to elicit such information. Based on previous research suggesting that (i) police officers ask
inappropriate questions (Wright & Alison, 2004); (ii) witnesses provide more fine-grain
details than coarse-grain details (e.g. McCallum et al., 2016); and (iii) witnesses are poor at
describing faces (e.g. Demarchi & Py, 2009), I expected that open questions would lead to
the provision of more information by witnesses than other question types and that, overall,
appropriate question types (e.g. open, specific closed, appropriate yes/no) would lead to the
provision of more information than inappropriate question types (e.g. leading, forced choice,
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multiple). I also expected that descriptions provided by witnesses would include more finegrain details than coarse-grain details.
Method
Data
Ethical approval was obtained from the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences
ethics committee at the University of Portsmouth (see Appendix C). The BWV footage
available for analysis was provided by a UK police force, spanned a 20-month period, and
included 2,095 recordings drawn from officer interactions at the frontline with witnesses.
From this corpus of recordings, 95 were identified as footage that contained interactions
regarding the appearance of potential perpetrators. This footage comprised 81 separate
incidents including allegations of assault (N = 31), domestic incidents (N = 17), theft (N =
16), and sexual offences (N = 10). Interviews were conducted by a total of 45 different
frontline police officers who were captured on BWV interviewing witnesses to gather a
verbal description of alleged perpetrators. Across the 81 incidents, police officers interviewed
141 witnesses (both children and adults2), which led to the description of 207 potential
perpetrators (note: at a scene there can be multiple interactions by police with witnesses who
all saw the same perpetrator; hence, the 207 potential perpetrators do not represent the total
number of perpetrators, as one perpetrator can be independently described multiple times).
The criteria for selecting an incident involving a person description from the available
footage was that the footage should involve an interaction between police and witnesses at a
frontline incident captured on BWV, where a police officer asked for a description of a

2

It is not possible to say with confidence how many child witnesses were involved in the body worn video
interactions, because police officers do not ask for age details during the frontline interview and I am reluctant
to rely on the subjective judgements of coders to determine the age of the witness. However, if appearance alone
might be considered an indicator, then the number of child witnesses were very low within the sample with the
youngest witness potentially being in their teenage years.
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perpetrator. BWV footage was viewed in a police station using a computer programme called
Digital Evidence Management Software (DEMS). Footage that was marked evidential (note:
footage marked non-evidential is automatically deleted after 31 days) was viewed and
footage that contained a description of a perpetrator was tagged. The segment of the body
worn footage containing person descriptions was then transcribed verbatim and coded using a
coding scheme developed by the research team.
Coding
Both coders were blind to the true purpose of the current study. A Coding Manual was
created for coders to follow. As part of coding training, one transcript was then selected at
random and was coded by each coder independently to make sure that (i) each coder fully
understood the coding scheme and (ii) the coding was well calibrated across coders. This
training exercise confirmed that coders were able to follow the manual appropriately.
Question type
Based on previous work by Shepherd and Griffiths (2013), questions posed by
frontline police officers to witnesses were categorised as either appropriate or inappropriate
(see Table 4). To establish inter-rater reliability, a selection of 24 recordings consisting of
173 questions were coded by an independent researcher for question type. Cohen’s Kappa
showed there was strong agreement (see Altman, 1999) between the two coders, K=.96, 95%
CI [.93, .99], p < .001.
Interruptions
An interruption was coded when the frontline police officer(s) spoke over the witness
(i.e. an interruption was not coded if the police officer was spoken over by the witness, or if
the witness was spoken over by another witness).
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Witness separation
The number of witnesses versus the number of police officers was recorded at the
scene. If there was an opportunity for witnesses to be interviewed individually by frontline
police officers but this did not occur it was coded as a witness separation error.
Providing feedback
Feedback was coded when the frontline police officer(s) (in)validated the description
of the perpetrator by the witness (e.g. “Yes you’re right, he is tall”).
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Table 4
Type of appropriate vs. inappropriate question
Question type

Operational definitions (Shepherd & Griffiths, 2013) and
examples

Appropriate
Open

An unstructured question in which the answer cannot be answered
with a yes/no response; the answer is not suggested; and requires
developed thought. For example: ‘Tell me, what did he look like?’

Specific closed

Specifying what precise information is required, allowing witness
to generate a response. Typically begin with WH. For example:
‘You said he had long hair, what colour was his hair?’

Appropriate yes/no

A question where the expected answer is either a yes or a no.
Typically only one answer is acceptable (yes or no). Used at the
conclusion of a topic where open and probing questions have been
exhausted. Appropriateness is based on the context. For example:
‘Did the man have any other distinctive features other than the
ones you described?

Inappropriate
Leading

Prompting or encouraging the witness to a desired or assumed
response. For example: ‘He is 5’8, yeah?’

Multiple

Several questions are asked at once, without giving the witness a
chance to respond to the first question. For example: ‘What was
he wearing and how tall was he?’

Forced choice

Specifying the precise information that is required in which the
witness chooses a response option that indicates a definitive
option. These questions eliminate the response of “don’t know”.
For example: ‘Was he black or white?’

Inappropriate yes/no

A question where the expected answer is either a yes or a no.
Typically only one answer is acceptable (yes or no). Used at the
wrong point in the interview. Inappropriateness is based on the
context. For example: ‘Did the man have a tattoo?’
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Grain size
Following Lindsay et al. (1994), the person descriptions provided by witnesses were
coded to determine what descriptors witnesses commonly provided when they were asked by
the police to describe the potential perpetrator. To assess the level of detail provided in
descriptions, the grain size of reported information was coded as either fine- or coarse- grain.
Specifically, similar to coding reported by Weber and Brewer (2008), and, Sauer and Hope
(2016), responses including numerical values were coded as fine-grain if they included up to
three possible values (e.g. aged between 25 and 27 years). However, a response was coded as
coarse-grain if it included four or more possible values (e.g. aged 20 to 30 years). For
categorical data, pre-determined parameters defined when responses were considered finegrain (e.g. white British male) and when responses met the permitted range for coarse-grain
(e.g. medium build). Vague responses (i.e. ‘about my height’) were not coded. To establish
inter-rater reliability, a selection of 24 recordings consisting of 229 grain size details were
coded by an independent researcher. Cohen’s Kappa showed there was strong agreement
between the two coders, K=.89, 95% CI [.82, .95], p < .001.
Results
Across 95 recordings (81 separate incidents), frontline police officers asked 556
questions to elicit person descriptions from witnesses. There was variation in the number of
questions asked per recorded incident, ranging from 1 to 22 (M = 5.85, SD = 4.50). As shown
in Table 5, the most commonly asked question type was Specific Closed (e.g. what was the
colour of the jacket?) and the least commonly asked question was Appropriate Yes/No. Of all
the questions asked, 49.46% (Ntotal = 275) were classified as appropriate and 50.54% (Ntotal =
281) were classified as inappropriate. Of the 281 inappropriate questions asked, 44.84%
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(Ntotal = 126) were leading (see Table 5). An example of a leading question asked by an
officer was: “All IC1 [Native White British], all white, all white skinned?”.
Table 5
Frequency for the question types asked by frontline police officers
Type of question

Frequency (%)

Categorisation

(Total questions = 556)
Specific closed

174 (31%)

Appropriate

Leading

126 (23%)

Inappropriate

Open

76 (14%)

Appropriate

Multiple

65 (12%)

Inappropriate

Forced choice

47 (8%)

Inappropriate

Inappropriate yes/no

43 (7%)

Inappropriate

Appropriate yes/no

25 (5%)

Appropriate

When gathering person descriptions from witnesses, frontline police officers
interrupted witnesses 182 times (M = 1.92, SD = 1.79). There was again sizeable variation in
the number of times officers interrupted, ranging from 0 to 9. An example of an interruption
taken from the footage is:
Witness: I can tell you what the man in the back of the car looked like as well…
[Interrupted by police officer]
Police officer: Is he white?
Frontline police officers did not separate witnesses before asking for a person
description in 28 out of the 95 recordings, with between two and five witnesses being
interviewed collectively. For 14 of these recorded incidents involving multiple witnesses,
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there were several frontline police officers in attendance at the scene, which means there was
potentially an opportunity to interview witnesses individually, but this did not occur. In
addition, in 7 of the 95 recordings frontline police officers provided feedback on the accuracy
of the descriptions provided by the witnesses. An example of a police officer providing
feedback to a witness is:
Witness: They sounded like they were from London, they had a London accent
Police officer: You’re spot on there
Description details provided by witnesses
Across the 95 recordings, witnesses provided a total of 700 details about the 207
potential perpetrators (M = 7.37, SD = 5.09). The number of details provided about a
potential perpetrator ranged from 0 to 21 details (see Table 6 for a list of the person
description details provided). The most frequent detail provided by witnesses was gender of
the perpetrator (N = 197, 95.17%). The least frequent details provided about the perpetrator
were details pertaining to weight and jewellery (N = 1, 0.48%). No witnesses provided details
about the head shape, nose, mouth, ears or eyebrows of the perpetrator.
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Table 6
Frequency of descriptor category
Descriptor category

Frequency

Percentage

(N = 207)
Gender

197

95.17%

Clothing

115

55.56%

Race

94

45.41%

Age

69

33.33%

Height

42

20.29%

Hair colour

42

20.29%

Build

40

19.32%

Hair length

33

15.94%

Accent

21

10.14%

Facial hair

10

4.83%

Hair style

9

4.35%

Glasses

6

2.90%

Tattoo

5

2.42%

Face

5

2.42%

Eyes

4

1.93%

Complexion

2

0.97%

Teeth

2

0.97%

Weight

1

0.48%

Jewellery

1

0.48%

Mouth/Nose/Head

0

0.00%

shape/Ears/Eyebrows

Reporting of fine- and coarse-grain details
The 556 questions asked by frontline officers elicited significantly more fine-grain
details (M = 1.56, SD = 2.13, 95% CI [1.40, 1.74]) than coarse-grain details (M = 0.48, SD =
0.92, 95% CI [0.41, 0.56]), t(555) = 11.97, p < .001, d = 0.66 (see Table 7). The number of
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fine-grain details across all questions ranged from 0 to 22 details, whereas the coarse-grain
details ranged from 0 to 7 details.
Further analyses were conducted using a one-way MANOVA with Question Type
(open vs. specific closed vs. appropriate yes/no vs. leading vs. multiple vs. forced choice vs.
inappropriate yes/no) as the between-subjects factor and total number of details, number of
fine-grain details and number of coarse-grain details as the three dependent variables. There
was a significant multivariate main effect of Question Type, Wilks’ λ = .82, F(12,1096) =
9.44, p < .001, ηp2 = .09. Significant main effects were obtained for Question Type in terms of
total details, F(6,549) = 18.06, p < .001, ηp2 = .17, fine-grain details, F(6,549) = 16.47, p <
.001, ηp2 = .15, and coarse-grain details, F(6,549) = 5.11, p < .001, ηp2 = .05. Post-hoc tests
using a Bonferroni correction showed that open questions led to more total details and finegrain details than each of the other question types (all p-values <.001; see Table 7). Open
questions also led to more coarse-grain details than specific closed questions (p = .006),
leading questions (p < .001), and forced choice questions (p = .003). All other comparisons
were non-significant (p-values ranged from 0.56 to 1.00).
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Table 7
Means and standard deviations for the number of fine- and coarse-grain details reported by
question type
Question type

Categorisation

Fine grain

Coarse grain

M (SD)

M (SD)

Open

Appropriate

3.63 (3.58)

0.91 (1.50)

Specific closed

Appropriate

1.33 (1.50)

0.46 (0.76)

Leading

Inappropriate

1.10 (1.43)

0.26 (0.57)

Multiple

Inappropriate

1.22 (1.85)

0.67 (1.09)

Forced choice

Inappropriate

1.13 (1.39)

0.27 (0.54)

Inappropriate yes/no

Inappropriate

1.19 (1.58)

0.44 (0.91)

Appropriate yes/no

Appropriate

1.56 (2.18)

0.40 (0.58)

A between-subjects MANOVA was conducted with Categorisation (appropriate vs.
inappropriate) as the between-subjects factor and total number of details, number of finegrain details and number of coarse-grain details as the three dependent variables. There was a
significant multivariate main effect of Categorisation, Wilks’ λ = .96, F(2,553) = 12.32, p <
.001, ηp2 = .04. A significant univariate main effect was found with witnesses who were
interviewed using appropriate question types providing more details than those witnesses
who were interviewed using inappropriate question types, F(1,554) = 24.58, p < .001, ηp2 =
.04, d = 0.37 (see Table 8). Additionally, witnesses who were interviewed using appropriate
question types provided more fine-grain details than those witnesses who were interviewed
using inappropriate question types, F(1,554) = 22.40, p < .001, ηp2 = .04, d = 0.40. Finally,
witnesses who were interviewed with appropriate question types provided more coarse-grain
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details than those witnesses who were interviewed using inappropriate question types,
F(1,554) = 6.04, p = .014, ηp2 = .01, d = 0.21 (see Table 8).
Table 8
Means and standard deviations for the number of fine- and coarse-grain details reported by
question category
Question

Total details

Fine grain

Coarse grain

categorisation

M (SD)

M (SD)

M (SD)

Appropriate

2.56 (3.03)

1.99 (2.53)

0.58 (1.03)

Inappropriate

1.53 (2.50)

1.15 (1.55)

0.39 (0.79)

Discussion
The aim of this exploratory study was to examine the types of questions frontline
police officers ask to obtain person description information from witnesses. The current study
found that the use of appropriate questions resulted in witnesses reporting a higher overall
number of person description details about the perpetrator than when inappropriate questions
were asked, and that this was particularly the case when (appropriate) open-ended questions
were asked. In the BWV data, over half of all the questions witnesses were asked by police
officers were inappropriate. Of the inappropriate questions, leading questions were the most
commonly used. Leading questions introduce information to witnesses that may not be true
(Bowles & Sharman, 2014); hence, it is worrying to see such a high number of leading
questions in frontline interactions.
Frontline officers used appropriate questions in just under half of all questions asked
with specific closed questions being the most commonly used – despite the fact that the use
of open-ended questions allows for unlimited free recall responses from witnesses, which
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produce higher accuracy than closed questions (Fisher et al., 2000). The current study also
found that witnesses provided more fine-grain details than coarse-grain details within their
person descriptions. Both fine- and coarse- grain details were more likely to be elicited when
frontline police officers asked appropriate questions compared to inappropriate questions.
Person descriptions typically lack coarse-grain details (e.g. ‘taller than X’). However, in the
immediate search for a perpetrator, reporting of coarse-grain details could help narrow down
the potential number of persons of interest and directly inform the allocation of resources
(Brewer et al., 2018; McCallum et al., 2016). Appropriate questions lead to more coarse-grain
details than inappropriate questions, and so appropriate questions need to be utilised more by
frontline officers as such questions increase the likelihood of otherwise withheld information
being elicited. Whilst there have been advances in effective interview practices, the benefits
of asking appropriate questions have not always translated into frontline interviewing.
In the current study and consistent with laboratory research, an average of 7.4 details
about the perpetrator were provided by witnesses. The current results fit with archival data
showing witnesses providing between 3.9 and 9.7 physical characteristics (Lindsay et al.,
1994; Sporer, 1996). However, inconsistent with laboratory research, the current study found
that ‘weight’ was rarely mentioned about the perpetrator whereas ‘gender’ was almost always
mentioned. This finding suggests that there are differences between the types of descriptors
provided in the field compared to the laboratory, emphasising the need for more research to
be conducted in the field if we are to obtain a better representation of person descriptions
gathered by frontline police officers. The current study also revealed that facial features were
rarely mentioned in the descriptions provided which is consistent with the findings of
previous research (e.g. Demarchi & Py, 2009; Fahsing et al., 2004; Kuehn, 1974). Lastly, the
current findings are consistent with the observation made by police officers in Brown et al.
(2008) that descriptions tend to consist of general characteristics (e.g. sex, age and race) and
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contain little information concerning facial features. One reason for this low reporting of
facial feature details could be due to the types of questions police officers ask. For example,
Brown et al. (2008) found that police officers reported that they would follow up the
witness’s free recall with specific probes, but that these probes directed the witness to think
about further physical characteristics and clothing of the perpetrator as opposed to detailed
descriptions of facial features. However, it should be noted that providing facial features is a
difficult task, so it is not surprising to find that witnesses are poor at describing faces.
A further interesting observation made in the current study was that frontline police
officers often failed to follow best-practice for interviewing witnesses. For example, some
frontline police officers provided feedback to witnesses about their descriptions, which is
problematic because it can inflate a witness’s confidence (Semmler et al., 2004). When
witnesses are given explicit feedback, or even subtle cues, regarding their account, they are
likely to adjust their confidence to reflect their belief that they were accurate (confirming
feedback) or inaccurate (disconfirming feedback). Frontline police officers therefore need to
be aware that providing feedback can distort memory (Garven et al., 2000). It was also
observed that frontline police officers interrupted witnesses when they were attempting to
recall a person description. If witnesses are constantly interrupted then the witness may
interpret this as if they have limited time to talk and may start to shorten their responses
(Fisher, 1995). Thus, person descriptions may be less complete or informative because
interruptions by police officers lead to witnesses holding back information.
Finally, it was noted that police officers did not separate witnesses before getting a
description in 28 of the 95 recordings. In dynamic incidents where there are multiple
witnesses and importantly multiple police officers, it is paramount that witnesses are
separated to avoid contamination of memory (Gabbert et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2019). In 14 of
the 28 recorded incidents where multiple witnesses were questioned together, there were
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multiple police officers in attendance at the scene which meant the resources were available
to interview the witnesses individually, but this was not prioritised. Even when there are not
multiple officers in attendance, there are interview tools available to support the retrieval and
reporting of detailed information at the scene or shortly afterwards (e.g. the SelfAdministered Interview [SAI©]; Gabbert et al., 2009; see also College of Policing, 2019).
Whilst officers on the frontline are often in resolution mode (e.g. breaking up a domestic
disturbance), it is still vital that best practice is adhered to (i.e. they remain in investigative
mode, e.g. questioning witnesses).
Overall, the current research shows that data obtained in the field can complement
experimental data from the laboratory in a number of ways (e.g. number of details elicited
from witnesses are similar regardless of whether a real or a mock crime is witnessed).
However, there are a number of limitations associated with the current data. First, the absence
of ground truth regarding the actual appearance of the perpetrator means I could not
determine the accuracy of the details elicited from witnesses. Second, potential confounds
such as crime type, individual differences between police interviewers (see Hudson et al.,
2018), police interview training or previous experience of witness questioning were not
measured. Police training could impact the types of questions asked and a witness that has
been interviewed previously may be aware of the types of details they need to provide to
inform a police investigation. Third, the study relied on the BWV footage accurately
capturing the interaction between frontline police officers and witnesses. In the UK, it is the
responsibility of the individual police officer to decide whether to turn on the BWV and thus
it is possible that some relevant interactions were not recorded and hence not part of the
available sample. These limitations highlight the need to avoid drawing casual inferences
from field data (Wright, 2006). Nevertheless, these data from the field contribute to our
existing knowledge of frontline policing, interviewing and person description information,
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whilst also identifying priorities for future research (e.g. using BWV footage to explore the
ability of vulnerable witnesses, such as those who are intoxicated or experiencing mental
illness, to provide person descriptions and/or a police officer’s ability to interview these
vulnerable groups).
Conclusion
Body worn video footage provides a unique insight into the interactions at the
frontline of policing, including the types of questions officers ask to obtain person
descriptions from witnesses. Coding BWV footage from a sample of frontline officers in the
U.K., the current study revealed that the frontline officers frequently asked inappropriate
questions to elicit person descriptions, with leading questions a common occurrence.
However, a comparative analysis of person descriptions showed that more person description
information was obtained when appropriate questions were asked than when inappropriate
questions were asked. Asking appropriate questions also led to more fine- and coarse- grain
details being elicited, with open questions providing the highest number of details overall.
The current study demonstrates the need for continued collaboration between
academics and practitioners if we are to contribute to the research knowledge base and
maintain an evidence based approach to interviewing practice. Specifically, academics need
to take advantage of the available BWV footage and use it as a tool to examine, not only
person descriptions, but also frontline interactions more broadly. The focus for the field
should be to ensure that practitioners know about the limitations of memory, are trained in the
use of effective questioning techniques for obtaining detailed and reliable information and are
aware of existing tools for managing frontline contexts involving multiple witnesses.
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Chapter 3
Are there cross-race differences when providing person
descriptions?
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Foreword
Chapter 3 presents a laboratory study that was conducted in South Africa to investigate whether
cross-race differences existed in the reporting of person descriptions. When conducting a
literature review (see Chapter 1), cross-race differences with person descriptions was an area
identified as needing further research. With that in mind and when analysing the body worn
video footage as part of Study 1 (see Chapter 2), I discovered that person descriptions were
less diagnostic when the witness and perpetrator were of a different race (e.g. one witness
reported that “they were black lairy teenagers – best I can do mate”). My current circumstances
meant that I was able to apply for an Internship through the International Centre for Research
in Forensic Psychology (Department of Psychology, University of Portsmouth). I contacted
Professor Tredoux at the University of Cape Town, South Africa, to explore any research
opportunities and determine whether it would be possible for me to complete a research study
within his institution. Together we designed a research study on cross-race differences and
person descriptions, and I went out to South Africa to conduct the study for eight weeks. South
Africa was chosen due to its diverse population which ensured that there was enough power
for the study design. I was responsible for designing the study (which was discussed with the
supervisory team). I was then required to set up the study, recruit research assistants (with the

assistance of Dr Kempen and Dr Nortje), create study materials, code and analyse the data, and
prepare the study for publication. Dr Vernham assisted with statistical analyses and completed
the inter-rater reliability. All authors are currently in the process of reading the manuscript prior
to journal submission.
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Abstract
Globalisation has led to an increase in the number of multi-cultural communities, increasing
the likelihood of victims or witnesses encountering perpetrator(s) of a different race or ethnic
background to themselves. The accuracy of eyewitness testimony can be affected by a number
of factors, including the race of the perpetrator. The current research examined cross-race
differences in the reporting of person description information. Participants (N = 160; 86 black
participants, 74 white participants) acted as mock-witnesses and viewed a simulated theft event
involving either a white or black perpetrator. Participants were then required to provide a
description of the perpetrator. Detail quantity, grain size and accuracy were coded. Overall,
white participants provided more person descriptors than black participants, but there was no
own-race bias. However, an own-race bias was obtained for accuracy of person descriptors. In
terms of grain size, white participants provided more coarse-grain details than black
participants and an own-race bias was found for white participants, but not black participants.
In terms of accuracy of grain size, an own-race bias was present in the accuracy of fine-grain
details, but not coarse-grain details. Implications for frontline policing are discussed.

Keywords: Memory, eyewitness memory, investigative interviewing, own-race bias, crossrace effect, person description.
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Introduction
Person descriptions form a critical component of the preliminary investigation of a
crime (Demarchi & Py, 2009; Milne & Bull, 2006). To be informative for an investigator,
person descriptions need to have what is often referred to as ‘diagnostic value’ (i.e. include
sufficiently detailed information to accurately identify a specific individual). To have
‘diagnostic’ value, the person description needs to enable an investigator to discriminate
accurately in order to identify the correct perpetrator. As such, diagnostic value is reflected in
the quantity and quality of the information provided in the person description. For instance, a
person description with high diagnostic value will include numerous accurate references to
the physical appearance and clothing of the perpetrator. Vague, imprecise or incomplete
person descriptions lack diagnostic value and are problematic for the investigative process as
they provide few clues for the police to find the perpetrator. Despite the importance of person
descriptions in the investigative process, research has shown that descriptions provided by
witnesses often lack diagnostic value and can frequently implicate multiple people within the
vicinity of the crime (Demarchi & Py, 2009).
Cross-race differences can influence the quality and content of person descriptions
provided by witnesses (Meissner et al., 2007). Although research has investigated recognition
memory for own-race faces versus different-race faces (for a review see Meissner &
Brigham, 2001; Sporer, 2001a), few studies have examined whether participants differ in the
way they provide person descriptions from memory for target individuals from their own-race
as opposed to target individuals from another race (Sporer, 2001b). The cross-race effect for
memory recognition has been shown to impact on criminal investigations (e.g. identification
line-ups; Kassin et al., 2001), so it is also reasonable to suggest that the cross-race effect will
be a factor in the early stages of the criminal investigation (e.g. when obtaining a person
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description from a witness and searching for the perpetrator in the immediate aftermath of an
incident).
The few studies examining witness descriptions of own-race versus different-race
faces have generally concluded that individuals attend to features they deem relevant to ownrace faces and then inappropriately apply this same encoding scheme when assessing
different-race faces (Ellis et al., 1975; Shepherd & Deregowski, 1981). For instance, in an
early, small-sample study, Ellis et al. (1975) found that white Scottish participants were more
likely than black African participants to report details concerning hair colour and texture, as
well as the colour of the eyes. Sporer (2001a) suggested that this may be due to white
participants having a greater familiarity with other white faces, and thus they have learned to
pay greater attention to these specific features and use them as cues to distinguish members
of their own-race. Ellis et al. (1975) also found that black African participants were more
likely than white Scottish participants to report descriptions of the chin, ears, eyebrows, size
of eyes, style of hair (e.g. combed to the right) and face shape. When nose and nostrils were
collapsed to form one category, black African participants were more likely to provide these
details (cf. white Scottish participants). In addition, the study revealed that black African
participants used a larger number of facial characteristics compared with white Scottish
participants when providing descriptions of both black faces and white faces. It is important
to note that the black African participants in Ellis et al.’s (1975) study were not native
speakers of English so it is possible that some of the reported differences were a function of
language and the specific vocabulary for facial characteristics (Sporer, 2001a). Unfortunately,
Ellis et al. (1975) did not assess the facial descriptions for accuracy, though they did note that
white Scottish participants tended to provide facial descriptions that were limited (e.g. he has
black skin).
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Fallshore and Schooler (1995) examined white North American participants’ ability to
describe and identify black African American faces and white faces. As expected, they
reported a cross-race effect for recognition memory, in that white North American
participants were better able to identify white faces compared to black African American
faces. However, they found no cross-race effect in terms of accuracy for the descriptions of
white faces and black African American faces. Fallshore and Scholar (1995) suggested that
the differences between cross-race face recognition and cross-race description may be down
to differences in the reliance on configural processing (recognition, i.e. processing not just the
shapes of individual features but also processing the relations among the features of the face)
versus featural processing (description, i.e. processing individual features of the face; Maurer
et al., 2002; Rhodes et al., 1989).
In terms of individual person descriptors, research examining cross-race differences
has found an own-race bias when estimating height (Chen & Geiselman, 1993; Lee &
Geiselman, 1994). Chen and Geiselman (1993) found that white and Asian participants
underestimated the height of an Asian perpetrator compared with a white perpetrator of equal
height. Similarly, Lee and Geiselman (1994) compared white and Asian participants but also
had an additional comparison group of Hispanic participants. They found that in terms of
height, Hispanic participants gave the highest (over)estimates of all groups whereas Asian
participants gave the lowest estimates of all groups.
When reporting information, cooperative witnesses generally aim to be accurate and
informative (Horry et al., 2016). However, under conditions of uncertainty, the demands of
accuracy and informativeness compete and witnesses may have to reach a compromise
between the two (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). One method for balancing accuracy and
informativeness is to regulate the level of detail (grain size) they report (Goldsmith et al.,
2002; Sauer & Hope, 2016). Fine-grain responses are more informative but less likely to be
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accurate compared with coarse-grain responses (Brewer et al., 2018). When a premium is
placed on accurate reporting (e.g. when providing person descriptions to the police), it is
likely that witnesses use a higher threshold for accurate reporting and may withhold
information that is likely to be incorrect. Thus, witnesses may be strategically regulating their
memory to enhance accuracy (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1994, 1996). If cross-race differences
exist when providing descriptions, it might be because witnesses regulate the information
they provide about other-races. Witnesses are already unlikely to have extensively encoded
the face or person details (regardless of race), so adding an extra variable in the form of race
could increase metacognitive monitoring and result in fewer person description details being
provided compared to when there is no cross-race difference (i.e. the witness and perpetrator
are of the same race).
The aim of the current study was to expand on the limited research on cross-race
differences in person descriptions. Previous research has shown that (regardless of race) the
reporting of person descriptors is low (on average between 5.3 and 15.9; e.g. Geiselman et
al., 2000; Pozzulo & Warren, 2003; Wells et al., 1993). In order to explore how good person
descriptions could be, if witnesses are supported properly, participants in the current study
were provided with a tool to help them to recall person description information (i.e. person
description form; PDF). Whilst this was an exploratory study, it was predicted that
participants from the same race as the perpetrator (i.e. own-race) would provide more person
descriptors than participants from a different-race to the perpetrator (Hypothesis 1);
participants from the same race as the perpetrator would provide more accurate person
descriptions compared to participants from a different-race to the perpetrator (Hypothesis 2);
participants from the same race as the perpetrator would provide more fine-grain and coarsegrain details than participants from a different-race to the perpetrator (Hypothesis 3); and
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participants from the same race as the perpetrator would provide more accurate fine-grain and
coarse-grain details than participants from a different-race to the perpetrator (Hypothesis 4).
Method
Participants and Design
A power analysis revealed that a minimum of 20 participants would be sufficient in
each group (i.e. a total of 80 participants) for the study to have good statistical power (.849)
and a large effect size (ηp2 = .138) at the .05 significance level. To avoid discrimination and
allow all students the same opportunity to participate (students gained course credits for
participation), participation in the study was open to all students of all races, and participants
were asked to self-identify their race in a demographics questionnaire. A total of 242
participants from South Africa were recruited through the Department of Psychology’s
participation pool (awarded 1 course credit for participation). 82 participants who did not
self-identify their race as either “black” or “white” were excluded from the data analyses (e.g.
participants who self-identified as “coloured” or “mixed race”). The reported analysis is
based on the data for the remaining 160 participants (122 female, 38 male) with a mean age
of 19.80 years (SD = 2.07; 86 were black [68 female], Mage = 19.95 years, SD = 2.39; 74 were
white [54 female], Mage = 19.62 years, SD = 1.60). Taking into account the race of the
participants, participants were pseudo-randomly allocated to a 2 (Participant Race: black
participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race: own-race vs. different-race) betweensubjects design, with 36 white participants viewing an own-race perpetrator, 42 black
participants viewing an own-race perpetrator, 38 white participants viewing a perpetrator of a
different-race, and 44 black participants viewing a perpetrator of a different-race.
Materials
Stimulus event
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The stimulus event was a short film lasting 40 seconds. Four short recordings were
made each depicting a single male perpetrator committing a theft from a library. To reduce
stimulus specificity, each recording showed a different perpetrator committing the same
crime and behaving in an identical manner (two black perpetrators and two white
perpetrators; see Figure 1). 17 white participants and 22 black participants saw Video 1
(white perpetrator), 19 white participants and 22 black participants saw Video 2 (white
perpetrator), 19 white participants and 21 black participants saw Video 3 (black perpetrator),
and 19 white participants and 21 black participants saw Video 4 (black perpetrator). The
event starts with a scene from a library and more specifically a desk that has been left
unattended. On the desk is a laptop, a mobile phone and a wallet. The perpetrator then enters
the room. He looks around before approaching the desk and taking a seat. He sits for a short
period of time and takes his own mobile phone from his pocket. After a short time and,
checking that no-one else was around, he takes the wallet from the desk and removes a
number of bank notes. The perpetrator then stands up, again checks that no-one is looking,
before also taking the mobile phone from the desk. The event ends with the perpetrator
walking away with the stolen money and the stolen mobile phone. There was no audio, and
each video was matched in terms of number of possible person descriptors that could be
provided by participants. That is, all perpetrators were dressed similarly and wore similarly
accessories (e.g. all perpetrators wore a watch and a lanyard).
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Figure 1
Screenshot of perpetrators used in the stimulus event

Person description form (PDF) instructions
To maximise the potential number of person descriptors reported within the current
study and magnify any cross-race differences, mock-witnesses were provided with a tool to
help them to recall person description information. Instructions in the person description form
(PDF) were adapted from the Self-Administered Interview (SAI; Gabbert et al., 2009). Mockwitnesses were instructed to provide a description of the perpetrator they saw in their short
film. The instructions contained a full list of descriptors (e.g. race, gender, height) and mockwitnesses were asked to provide details relating to each of these listed descriptors, but only if
they had a memory for them. Mock-witnesses were instructed not to guess, and were
encouraged to close their eyes (to support memory retrieval). The instructions then provided a
series of non-leading prompts, and mock-witnesses were asked to report any new details,
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including new details about the perpetrators face, clothing, and any distinguishing features
(See Appendix A).
Procedure
Ethical approval was obtained from the Department of Psychology Ethics Committee
at the University of Cape Town in South Africa (see Appendix C). Participants arrived at the
laboratory at pre-arranged times and were informed that the study would be about eyewitness
memory. Participants first read an information sheet and signed a consent form indicating
their agreement to take part. Participants were then asked to complete a short demographic
survey which asked participants to self-identify their gender and ethnicity, as well as provide
their age. Participants were then pseudo-randomly allocated to one of four short films. All
participants were given the following instructions prior to watching the short film: ‘During
this study you will watch a short film. The film has no audio. However, please pay close
attention to the film, as you will be asked questions about what you saw later on.’
After witnessing the event, all participants completed a 10-minute distractor task
(word search). Participants in all conditions were told to complete the PDF which had the
following instructions ‘Please write down a detailed physical description of the person you
saw in the video. Try to describe the person in enough detail so that someone else could use
your description to pick them out of a crowd?’ Participants were also instructed not to guess
and were encouraged to close their eyes or stare/ look at a blank wall or the floor to help
focus and concentrate on the task. Participants were not asked any questions by the
researcher. Once participants had completed their description of the perpetrator they were
thanked for their time and fully debriefed. Participation in the study took approximately 20
minutes.
Coding
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A coding scheme was devised to categorise each person descriptor. The person
descriptors reported by participants were coded according to previous research (see Lindsay
et al., 1994). Categories included face items (e.g. face, mouth, nose), exterior face items (e.g.
hair length, hair style, hair colour), body (e.g. height, weight), clothing (e.g. blue jeans, white
all-star converse, blue jumper), and accessory descriptors (e.g. blue lanyard, brown leather
watch). Race, age and gender were coded separately.
Similar to previous research (see Pozzulo & Warren, 2003), age, height and weight
were given an acceptable range (age ± 3 years; height ± 2 inches; weight ± 2kg). Any
descriptor that exceeded the acceptable range (e.g. ‘aged between 20 and 30 years’) was
considered an error and coded as incorrect. Details that were subjective or vague (e.g. ‘he was
neither tall nor short’) were not coded for accuracy. To assess overall inter-rater reliability, 32
PDFs were randomly selected and coded independently by a second rater blind to the
experimental conditions. Inter-rater reliability for overall accuracy of person descriptors was
excellent, ICC = .90, 95% CI [.74, .96].
To assess the quality of elicited person descriptors, the grain size of reported
information was coded, in terms of fine-grain and coarse-grain. Specifically, coding for
descriptions with numerical values, and similar to Weber and Brewer (2008) and Sauer and
Hope (2016), were coded as fine-grain if they included up to three possible values (e.g. aged
between 18 and 21 years). However, a response was referred to as coarse-grain if it included
four or more possible values (e.g. aged 18 to 25 years). For categorical data, pre-determined
parameters defined when responses were considered fine-grain (e.g. bushy eyebrows). Vague
and subjective responses (i.e. ‘about my height’) were not coded. To assess overall inter-rater
reliability for grain size, 32 PDFs were randomly selected and coded independently by a
second rater who was blind to the experimental conditions. Inter-rater reliability for accuracy
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of fine-grain details was excellent, ICC = .91, 95% CI [.78, 96] and inter-rater reliability for
accuracy of coarse-grain details was very good, ICC = .84, 95% CI [.66, .93].
Each participant received a score for (i) the total number of person descriptors
provided, (ii) the proportion (accuracy) of person descriptors provided (i.e. correct descriptors
divided by total [correct + incorrect] number of descriptors), (iii) the total number of finegrain details and the total number of coarse-grain details, and (iv) the proportion (accuracy)
of fine-grain details (i.e. correct fine-grain details divided by total number of fine-grain
details) versus coarse-grain details (i.e. correct coarse-grain details divided by total number of
coarse-grain details) provided. These newly computed scores then formed the dependent
variables in the current study.
Results
Manipulation check
To ensure that the findings reported below were not an outcome of the specific video
viewed by participants, a one-way ANOVA was conducted with Video (1 vs. 2 vs. 3 vs. 4) as
the only between-subjects factor and the total number of person descriptors provided by
participants as the dependent variable. Levene’s Test for Homogeneity of Variance was met
(p =.992), therefore equal variances can be assumed. The ANOVA revealed no differences
between the four different videos in terms of the number of person descriptors provided (p =
.950). Therefore, Video was not used as a covariate in the future analyses.
Reporting of person descriptors
A 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race:
own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects ANOVA was conducted with the total number
of person descriptors provided by participants as the dependent variable. Levene’s Test for
Homogeneity of Variance was met (p =.353), therefore equal variances can be assumed. The
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ANOVA revealed a main effect for Participant Race, with white participants providing more
person descriptors than black participants, F(1,156) = 12.29, p = .001, ηp2 = .07 (see Table 9).
There was no difference between the number of person descriptors provided by participants
who viewed a perpetrator from their own-race and those who viewed a perpetrator from a
different-race, F(1,156) = .36, p = .548, ηp2 < .01. The Participant Race X Perpetrator Race
interaction effect was not significant, F(1,156) = .03, p = .874, ηp2 < .01.
Accuracy of person descriptors
A 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race:
own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects ANOVA was conducted with the accuracy of
the person descriptors provided by participants as the dependent variable. Levene’s Test for
Homogeneity of Variance was met (p =.085), therefore equal variances can be assumed. The
ANOVA revealed a main effect for Participant Race, with higher accuracy rates for person
descriptions being provided by white participants than black participants, F(1,156) = 6.12, p
= .014, ηp2 = .04 (see Table 9). The ANOVA also found a main effect for Perpetrator Race,
with participants who saw a perpetrator from their own-race scoring a higher accuracy for
person descriptors than participants who saw a perpetrator from a different-race, F(1,156) =
5.35, p = .022, ηp2 = .03 (see Table 9). The Participant Race X Perpetrator Race interaction
effect was not significant, F(1,156) = .10, p = .752, ηp2 < .01.
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Table 9
Descriptive statistics for the number and accuracy of person descriptors reported
Dependent

Participant Race

Perpetrator race

variable
Black

White

Own-race

Different-race

participants

Participants

Mean (SD),

Mean (SD),

Mean (SD),

Mean (SD),

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

Total number of

19.51 (3.96),

21.77 (4.13),

20.76 (4.01),

20.37 (4.36),

person descriptors

18.68-20.36

20.78-22.74

19.87-21.63

19.44-21.34

Overall accuracy of 0.81 (0.11),

0.85 (0.09),

0.84 (0.09),

0.81 (0.11),

person descriptors

0.78-0.83

0.83-0.87

0.83-0.86

0.78-0.83

Total number of

16.64 (4.06),

17.92 (4.68),

17.71 (4.39),

16.78 (4.36),

fine-grain details

15.67-17.36

16.88-19.00

16.68-18.66

15.74-17.54

Overall accuracy of 0.84 (0.11),

0.87 (0.09),

0.87 (0.09),

0.83 (0.12),

fine-grain details

0.81-0.86

0.84-0.89

0.85-0.89

0.80-0.86

Total number of

3.08 (1.43)

3.82 (1.61),

3.32 (1.31),

3.52 (1.76),

coarse-grain details

2.77-3.39

3.45-4.20

3.06-3.65

3.20-3.96

Overall accuracy of 0.69 (0.30),

0.76 (0.24),

0.72 (0.27),

0.72 (0.28),

coarse-grain details

0.70-0.81

0.66-0.76

0.66-0.78

0.62-0.75

Reporting of fine-grain and coarse-grain details
Pearson correlation analyses were conducted to explore whether there was a
relationship between participant reporting of fine-grain and coarse-grain details. It was found
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that there was a significant negative correlation between the total number of fine-grain details
and total number of coarse-grain details, r(N = 160) = -.23, p = .004. Hence, the assumption
for conducting a MANOVA was met.
A 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race:
own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects MANOVA was conducted with total number
of fine-grain details and total number of coarse-grain details as the two dependent variables.
Significant multivariate main effects were obtained for Participant Race, Wilks’ λ = .90, F(2,
155) = 8.51, p < .001, ηp2 = .10, as well as the Participant Race X Perpetrator Race interaction
effect, Wilks’ λ = .94, F(2, 155) = 5.42, p = .005, ηp2 = .07. There was no multivariate main
effect for Perpetrator Race, Wilks’ λ = .98, F(2, 155) = 1.36, p = .259, ηp2 = .02; however,
since Hypothesis 3 was specifically about perpetrator race it was deemed appropriate to also
analyse the univariate between-subjects effects for this factor. Levene’s Test for
Homogeneity of Variance was met for both dependent variables (p-values ranged from .236
to .905), therefore equal variances can be assumed. A univariate main effect was found for
Participant Race with white participants providing more coarse-grain details than black
participants, F(1, 156) = 9.57, p = .002, ηp2 = .06 (see Table 9). No such univariate main
effect was found between white participants and black participants in terms of fine-grain
details, F(1,156) = 3.63, p = .058, ηp2 = .02. No univariate main effects were found for
Perpetrator Race. Participants who saw a perpetrator from their own-race did not differ from
participants who saw a perpetrator from a different-race in terms of total number of fine-grain
details, F(1,156) = 2.15, p = .145, ηp2 = .01.
Additionally, participants who saw a perpetrator from their own-race did not differ
from participants who saw a perpetrator from a different-race in terms of total number of
coarse-grain details, F(1,156) = 1.23, p = .270, ηp2 = .01. In terms of the univariate main
effects for the Participant Race X Perpetrator Race interaction, there was no interaction effect
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for the total number of fine-grain details, F(1,156) = 2.32, p = .129, ηp2 = .02; however, there
was a significant interaction effect for the total number of coarse-grain details, F(1, 156) =
10.32, p = .002, ηp2 = .06. Simple main effects analyses were conducted to interpret the
interaction effect. The simple main effects analyses showed that white participants provided
more coarse-grain details when describing a perpetrator from a different-race (M = 4.32, SD
= 1.77, 95% CI [3.84, 4.79]) than when describing a perpetrator from their own-race (M =
3.31, SD = 1.24, 95% CI [2.82, 3.79]), F(1, 156) = 8.68, p = .004, ηp2 = .05. Black
participants, however, did not differ in their reporting of coarse-grain details when describing
a perpetrator of their own-race (M = 3.33, SD = 1.39, 95% CI [3.00, 3.80]) versus a
perpetrator of a different-race (M = 2.84, SD = 1.45, 95% CI [2.51, 3.33]), F(1, 156) = 2.40, p
= .124, ηp2 = .02.
Accuracy of fine-grain and coarse-grain details
Pearson correlation analyses were conducted to explore whether there was a
relationship between participant accuracy of fine-grain and coarse-grain details. It was found
that there was a positive correlation between participant accuracy of fine-grain details and
participant accuracy of coarse-grain details, r(N = 158) = .19, p = .017. Hence, the assumption
for conducting a MANOVA was met.
A 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race:
own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects MANOVA was conducted with accuracy of
fine-grain details and accuracy of coarse-grain details as the two dependent variables. A
significant multivariate main effect was obtained for Perpetrator Race, Wilks’ λ = .96, F(2,
153) = 3.13, p = .046, ηp2 = .04. There were no multivariate main effects for Participant Race,
Wilks’ λ = .97, F(2, 153) = 2.81, p = .063, ηp2 = .04, or for the Participant Race X Perpetrator
Race interaction effect, Wilks’ λ = .98, F(2, 153) = 1.38, p = .256, ηp2 = .02. Levene’s Test
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for Homogeneity of Variance was met for both dependent variables (p-values ranged from
.064 to .246), therefore equal variances can be assumed. A significant univariate main effect
was found for Perpetrator Race with participants being more accurate at providing fine-grain
details when the perpetrator was of their own-race compared to when the perpetrator was of a
different-race, F(1, 154) = 6.11, p = .015, ηp2 = .04 (see Table 9). No such univariate main
effect was found in terms of accuracy of course-grain details between participants viewing a
perpetrator of their own-race and participants viewing a perpetrator of a different-race, F(1,
154) < .01, p = .984, ηp2 < .01.
Exploratory analyses: Types of descriptors
The types of descriptors reported were examined to assess whether there were any
differences between black participants and white participants in the types of person
descriptors they provided and whether this was dependent upon the race of the perpetrator
(see Table 10). To account for numerous analyses, Bonferroni correction was applied to all
pairwise comparisons.
Two 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator
Race: own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects ANOVAs were conducted with either
race or age as the dependent variable. No significant main effects were obtained for
Participant Race, Perpetrator Race, or the Participant Race X Perpetrator Race interaction
effect (p-values for race ranged from .145 to .988; p-values for age ranged from .054 to .725).
A 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race:
own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects MANOVA was conducted with height and
weight as the two dependent variables. A significant multivariate main effect was obtained
for Participant Race, Wilks’ λ = .96, F(2, 155) = 3.45, p = .035, ηp2 = .04. There were no
multivariate main effects for Perpetrator Race (p = .750) or for the Participant Race X
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Perpetrator Race interaction effect (p = .479). A significant univariate main effect was found
for Participant Race with white participants describing the weight/ build of the perpetrator
more than black participants, F(1, 156) = 5.62, p = .019, ηp2 = .04 (see Table 10). No such
univariate main effect was found for Participant Race in terms of describing the height of the
perpetrator (p = .145).
A 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2 (Perpetrator Race:
own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects MANOVA was conducted with eyes, ears,
mouth, nose, eyebrows, face, complexion, hair colour, hair length, hair style, and facial hair
as the dependent variables. Significant multivariate main effects were obtained for Participant
Race, Wilks’ λ = .88, F(11, 146) = 1.89, p = .045, ηp2 = .13, Perpetrator Race, Wilks’ λ = .80,
F(11, 146) = 3.30, p < .001, ηp2 = .20, as well as the Participant Race X Perpetrator Race
interaction effect, Wilks’ λ = .80, F(11, 146) = 3.32, p < .001, ηp2 = .20.
In terms of Participant Race, univariate main effects were obtained for the face, F(1,
156) = 4.49, p = .036, ηp2 = .03, and hair colour, F(1, 156) = 8.05, p = .005, ηp2 = .05 (see
Table 10). White participants mentioned the face of the perpetrator more than black
participants. Likewise, white participants mentioned the hair colour of the perpetrator more
than black participants. No other univariate main effects were found for Participant Race in
terms of the differing facial features (p-values ranged from .058 to .953).
In terms of Perpetrator Race, univariate main effects were found for the eyes, F(1,
156) = 6.32, p = .013, ηp2 = .04, complexion, F(1, 156) = 9.49, p = .002, ηp2 = .06, hair
colour, F(1, 156) = 8.05, p = .005, ηp2 = .05, and hair style, F(1, 156) = 7.51, p = .007, ηp2 =
.05 (see Table 10). Participants mentioned the eyes more often when the perpetrator was of a
different-race than when the perpetrator was of their own-race. Likewise, participants
mentioned the hair colour more often when the perpetrator was of a different-race than when
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the perpetrator was of their own-race. Participants mentioned the complexion of the
perpetrator more often when the perpetrator was of their own-race than when the perpetrator
was of a different-race. Likewise, participants mentioned the hair style more often when the
perpetrator was of their own-race than when the perpetrator was of a different-race. No other
univariate main effects were found for Perpetrator Race in terms of the differing facial
features (p-values ranged from .171 to .996).
Finally, there were significant univariate main effects for the Participant Race X
Perpetrator Race interaction for hair colour, F(1, 156) = 16.96, p < .001, ηp2 = .10 and hair
style, F(1, 156) = 4.58, p = .034, ηp2 = .03. No other univariate main effects for the
Participant Race X Perpetrator Race interaction were obtained (p-values ranged from .074 to
.747).
Simple main effect analyses were conducted to interpret the significant interaction
effects. The simple main effects analyses showed that black participants mentioned hair
colour more often when the perpetrator was from a different-race (M = 1.00, SD < .01, 95%
CI [.92, 1.08]), than of their own-race, (M = .71, SD = .46, 95% CI [.64, .80]), F(1, 156) =
26.15, p < .001, ηp2 = .14. White participants, however, did not differ in their reporting of hair
colour when describing a perpetrator of their own-race versus a perpetrator of different-race
(p = .384). The simple main effect analyses also showed that white participants mentioned
hair style more often when the perpetrator was from their own-race (M = .69, SD = .47, 95%
CI [.53, .86]) than of a different-race (M = .32, SD = .47, 95% CI [.16, 1.47]), F(1, 156) =
11.09, p = .001, ηp2 = .07. Black participants, however, did not differ in their reporting of hair
style when describing a perpetrator of their own-race versus a perpetrator of different-race (p
= .660).
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An additional two 2 (Participant Race: black participant vs. white participant) x 2
(Perpetrator Race: own-race vs. different-race) between-subjects MANOVAs were conducted
with clothing (trousers, jumper/ t-shirt, shoes) forming the dependent variables of the first
MANOVA and accessories (jewellery, lanyard, mobile phone) forming the dependent
variables of the second MANOVA. Across both MANOVAs, there were no multivariate
main effects for Participant Race, Perpetrator Race or the Participant Race X Perpetrator
Race interaction (all p-values ranged from .191 to .862). There were also no univariate main
effects across the two MANOVAs (all p-values ranged from .052 to .886).
Table 10
Descriptive statistics for the types of person descriptors reported
Dependent

Participant Race

Perpetrator race

variable

Race

Age

Weight/build

Height

Eyes

Ears

Black

White

Own-race

Different-race

participants

Participants

Mean (SD),

Mean (SD),

Mean (SD),

Mean (SD),

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

95% CI

0.99 (0.24),

0.99 (0.20),

1.00 (0.28),

0.98 (0.16),

0.94-1.04

0.94-.1.03

0.94-1.06

0.94-1.00

0.83 (0.38),

0.91 (0.30),

0.81 (0.40),

0.91 (0.28),

0.74-0.90

0.83-0.97

0.72-0.89

0.85-0.97

0.90 (0.31),

0.99 (0.12),

0.95 (0.22),

0.93 (0.26),

0.83-0.95

0.96-1.00

0.89-0.99

0.86-0.98

0.86 (0.35),

0.93 (0.25),

0.91 (0.29),

0.88 (0.33),

0.78-0.93

0.87-0.99

0.85-0.97

0.79-0.95

0.65 (0.48),

0.77 (0.42),

0.62 (0.49),

0.79 (0.41),

0.54-0.75

0.68-0.86

0.51-0.72

0.70-0.89

0.09 (0.29),

0.19 (0.39),

0.14 (.35),

0.13 (0.34).

0.03-0.16

0.10-0.28

0.06-0.22

0.06-0.21
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Mouth

Nose

Eyebrows

Face

Complexion

Hair Colour

Hair length

Hair style

Facial hair

Jumpers/t-shirt

Trousers

Shoes

Jewellery

Lanyard

Mobile phone

0.37 (0.49),

0.46 (0.50),

0.44 (0.50),

0.39 (0.49),

0.28-0.49

0.35-0.57

0.33-0.54

0.29-.050

0.41 (0.49),

0.55 (0.50),

0.46 (0.50),

0.49 (0.50),

0.30-0.52

0.44-0.67

0.35-0.58

0.38-0.60

0.08 (0.28),

0.12 (0.33),

0.09 (0.29),

0.11 (0.32),

0.03-.014

0.05-0.20

0.03-0.15

0.05-0.18

0.62 (0.71),

0.85 (0.72),

0.64 (0.66),

0.80 (0.76),

0.47-0.77

0.66-1.00

0.60-0.80

0.64-0.98

0.73 (0.45),

0.77 (0.42),

0.86 (0.35),

0.65 (0.48),

0.64-0.82

0.67-0.86

0.78-0.94

0.54-0.76

0.86 (0.35)

0.97 (0.16),

0.85 (0.36),

0.98 (0.16),

0.78-0.93

0.93-.1.00

0.77-0.92

0.94-1.00

0.60 (0.49),

0.70 (0.46),

0.63 (0.49),

0.67 (0.47),

0.50-0.71

0.59-0.81

0.51-0.73

0.56-0.77

0.50 (0.50),

0.50 (0.50),

0.60 (0.49),

0.40 (0.49),

0.39-0.60

0.39-0.61

0.50-0.72

0.29-0.51

0.76 (0.43),

0.84 (0.37),

0.82 (0.39),

0.77 (0.43),

0.66-0.84

0.75-0.92

0.74-0.90

0.68-0.86

2.35 (0.61),

2.46 (0.66),

2.36 (0.60),

2.44 (0.67),

2.22-2.48

2.29-2.61

2.23-2.49

2.29-2.57

1.86 (0.38),

1.85 (0.36),

1.82 (0.42),

1.89 (0.32)

1.77-1.94

1.77-1.93

1.73-1.91

1.82-1.96

1.87 (1.40),

1.84 (1.48),

1.88 (1.44),

1.83 (1.44)

1.59-2.16

1.49-2.15

1.57-2.19

1.51-2.13

0.80 (0.85),

0.91 (1.00),

0.96 (0.97),

0.74 (0.86),

0.62-0.99

0.69-1.14

0.75-1.18

0.56-0.93

0.42 (0.89),

0.73 (1.13),

0.67 (1.15),

0.46 (0.86),

0.24-0.60

0.48-0.99

0.43-0.93

0.28-0.65

0.38 (0.79),

0.46 (0.92),

0.45 (0.91),

0.39 (0.80),

0.23-0.55

0.26-0.69

0.26-0.65

0.22-0.58
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Discussion
The current study explored potential cross-race differences between white participants
and black participants when they provided person descriptions of a perpetrator. Although
white participants provided more person descriptors than black participants, there was no
own-race bias and therefore Hypothesis 1 was not supported. Previous studies (e.g. Ellis et
al., 1975; Fallshore & Schooler, 1995) have focused on examining facial features only: To
the knowledge of the researcher, the current study is the first to examine the overall
frequency of descriptors (including details such as clothing, height, weight, etc.). When the
current study explored individual person descriptors (e.g. eyes, hair colour, trousers, lanyard,
etc.), participants were more likely to mention complexion and hair style for a perpetrator of
their own-race compared to a perpetrator of a different-race. Interestingly, participants were
more likely to report the eyes and hair colour of a different-race compared to their own-race.
Unlike Chen and Geiselman (1993) and Lee and Geiselman (1994), the current study did not
obtain an own-race bias for height. However, the perpetrators used in the videos of the
current study were of different heights and therefore height was not controlled for like it was
in previous studies. In line with Ellis et al. (1975), white participants mentioned hair colour
more often than black participants regardless of the race of the perpetrator. In direct contrast
to Ellis et al. (1975), white participants provided descriptors about the face of the perpetrator
more than black participants, irrespective of the race of the perpetrator. The current study also
found that white participants provided details about weight more than black participants. It
appears apparent that there are differences across races for individual types of person
descriptors but there is a need for more research to be conducted.
As predicted in Hypothesis 2, participants who saw a perpetrator from their own-race
provided more accurate person descriptions than participants who saw a perpetrator from a
different-race. Regardless of the race of the perpetrator, white participants were more
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accurate when providing person descriptions, than black participants. Previous research on
facial recognition has demonstrated that expertise, in part, comes from meaningful
experiences with faces across the lifespan (Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Bukach et al., 2012).
Thus, researchers have concluded that the power to recognise faces with high accuracy comes
from experience in discriminating between individuals from within a homogeneous
population of highly similar faces (i.e. faces of one’s own-race; Chiroro & Valentine, 1995;
Tham et al., 2017). It is therefore possible that expertise with one’s own-race also crosses
over to being more accurate with person recall and description.
Unfortunately, very few studies have looked at accuracy for descriptions rather than
recognition. For example, Ellis et al. (1975) did not report accuracy in their study. The one
study that has examined accuracy is not supported by the current study: Fallshore and
Schooler (1995) found no cross-race effect in terms of accuracy for the descriptions of white
American and black African American faces. However, the study by Fallshore and Schooler
(1995) used a different paradigm to measure accuracy (i.e. communication accuracy
paradigm) compared to the current study which used description analysis (where the number
of correct and incorrect feature were counted). Therefore, the opposing findings may be due
to the differing ways in which person descriptions were measured. The contradictory findings
reinforce the need for future research to be conducted into cross-race descriptions.
The current study was the first of its kind to explore whether participants regulate the
reporting of person descriptions depending on the race (own versus different) of the
perpetrator. In contrast to Hypothesis 3, there was no overall own-race bias for the number of
fine-grain details or coarse-grain details reported by participants. However, white participants
provided more coarse-grain details about perpetrators from a different-race than perpetrators
from their own-race. White participants also provided more coarse-grain details than black
participants overall. This pattern of results might suggest that white participants were
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strategically regulating their memory when providing coarse-grain details, particularly for
individuals of a different-race. In partial support of Hypothesis 4, participants (regardless of
race) were more accurate at providing fine-grain details when describing a perpetrator of their
own-race compared to a perpetrator of a different-race. Hence an own-race bias appears to be
present in the accuracy of fine-grain details, but not coarse-grain details. Since this was the
first study to look at own-race bias for fine- and coarse-grain details, more research is needed
to explore the strategic reporting of person descriptions when mock-witnesses describe faces
of either their own-race or a different-race.
Practical implications
In a multi-cultural society the likelihood of a witness and perpetrator being of a
different race increases. Whilst a wealth of research has found evidence for a cross-race
effect for recognition (see Meissner & Brigham, 2001 for a review), the current study shows
that it remains unclear whether a cross-race effect for recall (e.g. when providing person
description) exists. Person descriptions are often elicited by frontline police officers using
inappropriate questioning techniques that do not adhere to best-practice (e.g. separating
witnesses, not providing feedback), resulting in poor person descriptions being reported by
witnesses (Dalton et al., 2021). In addition, frontline police officers need to be aware that the
race of the perpetrator and/ or witnesses may affect the reporting of person description
information.
Previous research has found that the reporting of person descriptors is low (on
average between 5.3 and 15.9; e.g. Geiselman et al., 2000; Pozzulo & Warren, 2003; Wells et
al., 1993). Therefore, to maximise the potential number of person descriptors reported within
the current study and magnify any cross-race differences, participants were provided with a
tool to help them to recall person description information (i.e. a person description form). As
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a result, participants in the current study reported, on average, 20.6 person descriptors,
illustrating the importance of using non-leading tools to support witnesses during the recall of
their person descriptions (e.g. during frontline communication). Future research should
continue to explore alternative ways of facilitating witness reporting of person description
information.
Limitations
One limitation associated with the current study is that it did not make any assessment
of ‘contact’. Even with the consensus that cross-race differences exist (see Meissner &
Brigham, 2001), there is no generally agreed upon reason for why cross race-differences
occur. The best-known explanation for cross-race differences is the ‘contact hypothesis’ (e.g.
Brigham & Malpass, 1985; Valentine et al., 1995). According to the contact hypothesis,
people become experts at discriminating faces from their own-race because they have more
contact with people of their own-race compared to people of a different-race. Whilst some
studies support the contact hypothesis, others have disputed it (see Slone et al., 2000). Future
studies should ask mock-witnesses to self-report their amount of contact with individuals
from different-races compared to their own-race (creating comparison groups that can be
examined, e.g. low-contact with different-races versus high contact with different-races; see
Chiroro & Valentine, 1995) or use groups that are predicted to have different amounts of
interracial contact (see Ng & Lindsay, 1994).
A second limitation of the current study involves the format in which person
descriptions were obtained. In the current study, mock-witnesses provided written reports for
their descriptions of the perpetrator. Sauerland and Sporer (2011) in a mock-crime scenario
found spoken accounts provided a higher quantity and accuracy of person descriptors than
written accounts. This suggests that a written account may not be as effective as one obtained
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orally. Additionally, research has shown that witnesses who are asked to provide written
accounts may be disadvantaged, especially if they are unaccustomed to writing, and
embarrassed by their handwriting or spelling difficulties (McPhee et al., 2014). Furthermore,
witnesses may be less able to communicate as effectively through writing as they would
orally (Hope et al., 2011). Research has shown that written statements are more cognitivelydemanding than their oral counterparts (Kellogg, 2007). However, Sauerland et al. (2014)
found that written accounts yielded more quantity and detail (but not accuracy) than oral
accounts. Future research should examine different reporting methods to explore whether
orally obtained descriptions contain more person descriptors than other reporting formats
(e.g. written statements), and whether cross-race differences are heighted or reduced
depending on reporting mode.
A third limitation of the current study is that it was carried out in a laboratory under
optimal conditions with mock-witnesses. For example, participants were only instructed to
provide a person description and did not have to report what happened or provide
information about the scene; participants likely experienced no heightened emotions about
the event (e.g. fear); and there were no potential areas for memory contamination (e.g.
participants could not discuss the event with each other). Whilst difficult, real-world data
(e.g. through Body Worn Video footage) would be useful when examining the number of
descriptors (accuracy would not be possible as ground truth cannot be established) and how
these vary depending on the race of the witness and/ or perpetrator.
Conclusion
Although the expectations about a cross-race effect were not fully met, the results of
the current study demonstrate that witness race may have an impact on the reporting and
accuracy of person descriptions, with a partial own-race bias. Due to the complexities of this
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area of research and the conflicting findings of the current study, as well as previous research,
future research needs to be conducted into the area of own-race bias with a particular focus
on the elicitation of person description information.
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Chapter 4
Interview techniques that facilitate recall and reporting of person
descriptions: An examination of the use of self-generated cues
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Foreword
Chapter 4 presents two experiments that aimed to increase the quantity and accuracy of person
descriptions elicited from witnesses. When conducting a literature review (see Chapter 1), it
was found that one reason person descriptions lack detail was because of inadequate interview
techniques. This was supported by the research findings in Study 1 (see Chapter 2) that showed
that police officers failed to follow best practice guidelines in their interviews with witnesses.
Whilst Chapter 3 showed that using an enhanced person description form could increase the
number of person descriptors, there was a promising separate line of research being conducted
that suggested a new interview technique in which the interviewee provides the information
themselves (using self-generated cues). The current set of experiments aimed to examine
whether self-generated cues could increase the total number and accuracy of person descriptors.
One of the constraints of previous research was that it focused on single perpetrator events.
Study 1 (see Chapter 2) showed that a large proportion of crimes involved multiple perpetrators
and thus the current chapter involved the design of two experiments to investigate single
perpetrator events and multiple perpetrator events. I was responsible for designing the study
(which was discussed with the supervisory team). I was then required to set up the study, create
study materials, code and analyse the data, and prepare the study for publication. Dr Vernham
assisted with statistical analyses. Mr May completed the inter-rater reliability. All authors are
currently in the process of reading the manuscript prior to journal submission.
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Abstract
Obtaining detailed and accurate person descriptions is important for the apprehension of
perpetrators, particularly in the immediate aftermath of an incident, when guilty parties may
still be in close proximity. Person descriptions often lack the level of detail necessary to assist
in the apprehension of the perpetrators. In the present research (Study 3), two experiments were
conducted to examine whether the use of self-generated cues (SGC) could enhance the
reporting of person descriptions during a single perpetrator event (Experiment 1) and a multiple
perpetrator event (Experiment 2). In both experiments, participants witnessed a mock-crime
and provided a description of the perpetrator(s) using a mnemonic – SGC, person description
cues (PDC) or a free recall (control). In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, mock-witnesses
who provided a description using PDC provided more person descriptors than mock-witnesses
who used SGC or a free recall. However, mock-witnesses were more accurate using SGC than
PDC. In terms of grain size, both experiments showed that using PDC led to more fine-grain
details being provided by mock-witnesses than using SGC or a free recall. However, again,
mock-witnesses were more accurate in the reporting of fine-grain details when using SGC than
PDC. The findings for coarse-grain details were inconsistent and dependent on whether mockwitnesses witnessed a single perpetrator or multiple perpetrators. Further findings and
implications of the research are discussed.

Keywords: Eyewitness memory, Person description, Investigative interviewing, Mnemonics,
Self-generated cues, Memory
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Introduction
The successful progress of a criminal investigation depends on eliciting reliable and
detailed information about what happened and who was involved (Milne & Bull, 2006).
Obtaining person descriptions is important for police officers investigating any crime,
particularly when locating a perpetrator(s) in the immediate aftermath of an incident (e.g. a
physical assault). When providing an account of what they saw, witnesses are typically
expected to be able to report everything they can remember about the incident, including a
detailed person description of those involved.
Laboratory studies have found that witnesses typically provide between 5.3 and 15.9
physical details when describing a single perpetrator (e.g. Geiselman et al., 2000; Pozzulo &
Warren, 2003; Wells et al., 1993), with an accuracy rate of approximately 83.8% (e.g.
Geiselman et al., 2000; Meissner et al., 2001; Pozzulo & Warren, 2003). Whilst the average
number of person descriptors is slightly higher in laboratory studies than in real-world studies
(3.9 to 9.4 physical details), participants in laboratory studies often provide poor person
descriptions even under good quality encoding conditions. For example, Sporer (2007) found
participants only reported on average 4.46 person details even when they gave their
descriptions immediately after viewing the target in a filmed event, despite the potential for a
richer description given the stimuli. In terms of the content of person descriptions in the
laboratory, Lindsay et al. (1994) found that some reference to height was included by 86% of
participants, followed by references to build (51%), gender (46%), age (45%), ethnicity
(43%) and weight (22%). With regard to facial features, upper features (e.g. hair, eyes) were
mentioned more than lower features (e.g. chin, lips, mouth; Ellis et al., 1980; Laughery et al.,
1986).
On the whole, to be informative for an investigator, person descriptions need to have
what might be referred to as ‘diagnostic value’ (i.e. include sufficiently detailed information
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to accurately identify a specific individual). To have ‘diagnostic’ value, the person
description needs to enable an investigator to discriminate accurately in order to identify the
actual perpetrator. As such, diagnostic value is reflected in the quantity and quality of the
information provided in the person description. For instance, a person description with high
diagnostic value will include detailed and accurate information pertaining to the physical
appearance and clothing of the perpetrator. Vague, imprecise, incomplete, or inaccurate
person descriptions lack diagnostic value and are problematic for the investigative process as
they provide few clues for the police to find the perpetrator. Beyond estimator factors (such
as poor encoding conditions), there are several reasons why person descriptions may lack
diagnostic value. For the purposes of the current research, the focus will be on strategic
monitoring of memory and inadequate interviewing techniques.
Strategic monitoring of memory
Witnesses adopt appropriate strategies when providing information from their
memory (e.g. reporting a description of the perpetrator; Bjorklund et al., 2009) and control
how much information they report based on how confident they are about the accuracy of
their recollection and the demands of the situation (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). One way
witnesses regulate their responses is by adjusting the precision of the reported information
(control over grain size; Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008). According to the satisficing model
of the minimum-confidence criterion (Goldsmith et al., 2002), the interviewee starts by
assessing a fine-grain answer which they will volunteer (i.e. report) if they believe it to be
correct (e.g. he had piercing blue eyes). Otherwise, the interviewee will provide a coarsegrain answer (e.g. he had light eyes) in order to preserve accuracy. In the immediate
aftermath of a crime when searches are often initiated to locate a perpetrator, more
informative (fine-grain) details are preferable – and more likely to be diagnostic. However, if
an interviewee is unsure of their recollection, fine-grain details are less likely to be reported
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(cf. coarse-grain details; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996; Weber & Brewer, 2008). When a
premium is placed on accurate reporting (e.g. when providing person descriptions for the
police), it is likely that witnesses attempt to enhance the accuracy of what they say by
screening out information that is likely to be incorrect. Given that witnesses are unlikely to
have extensively encoded the face, this strategic regulation may result in minimal detail about
the perpetrator’s face being provided by the witness.
The Dual-Criterion Model (Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008) proposes that
informativeness mediates reporting, in that even if coarse-grain details are more likely to be
accurate (though imprecise; Evans & Fisher, 2011), they may be withheld if assessed by the
interviewee as not sufficiently informative. In a mock-witness paradigm, McCallum et al.
(2016) found that participants reported more fine-grain details than coarse-grain details about
the mock-crime event, with a further study finding that mock-witnesses perceived fine-grain
details to be more informative than coarse-grain details (McCallum et al., 2019). Observing a
similar prioritisation of fine-grain details in mock-witness accounts, Brewer et al. (2018)
suggested that while witnesses to a crime may be extremely confident about some coarsegrain details they remember, they may also believe the police would find such details
uninformative (e.g. police already know the information or details are too general) and so
tend not to report coarse-grain details spontaneously. This potential assumption by witnesses
with respect to the informativeness of their knowledge is problematic as in the immediate
search for the perpetrator, coarse-grain details could actually be invaluable for narrowing
down the search. For instance, knowing someone is wearing a dark rather than a light jacket
could inform a CCTV search for a target fleeing the scene.
The ability of a witness to regulate the quality and quantity of their reporting is
impacted by the type of reporting instructions employed. Koriat and Goldsmith (1996)
examined how participants responded to a general knowledge test when using free-report and
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forced-report conditions. When free to choose whether to report an answer or not,
participants answered questions that they were certain of, with participants who received high
penalties for incorrect answers exercising a stricter criterion at reporting (cf. participants with
moderate penalties). Participants in the free-report condition were also able to monitor the
accuracy of their responses by volunteering answers that exceeded a pre-set criterion of
confidence that the answer was correct (satisficing model; Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008).
Participants were more effective at monitoring their accuracy when they were able to control
whether to volunteer or withhold an answer (control of report option). In order to enhance
memory reporting of person description information, witnesses should be instructed not to
guess responses and should be encouraged to give free recall accounts (thus, witnesses should
not be interviewed using inappropriate or leading questions).
Using mnemonics to improve person descriptions
Several evidence-based techniques use mnemonics to support the reporting of detailed
and reliable information by witnesses (e.g. the Cognitive Interview [CI]; Fisher & Geiselman,
1992; Geiselman et al., 1984). The CI is embedded in best-practice police interviewing and
incorporates several distinct mnemonics. One of these is the mental reinstatement of context
(MRC) instruction. The key premise of MRC is that recall is facilitated when there is an
overlap between the conditions present at encoding and the conditions present at retrieval
(encoding-specificity principle; Thomson & Tulving, 1970; Tulving & Thomson, 1973). The
MRC instruction therefore encourages a witness to recreate the psychological (e.g. their
emotional state, their thoughts) and physical environment (e.g. surroundings) that existed at
the time of the to-be-remembered event via a set of pre-defined instructions. The
administration of the MRC instruction has consistently been found to elicit more correct
information compared to a free recall instruction (Dando et al., 2009; Davis et al., 2005;
Memon & Bruce, 1985).
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It is important to highlight that whilst the encoding-retrieval match appears to aid
memory, it is the quality of cues that moderates the extent to which retrieval improves
(Nairne, 2002). Cues effectively facilitate retrieval when they are distinctive in addition to
satisfying the encoding-retrieval match (Tullis & Benjamin, 2015; Watkins & Watkins,
1975). When retrieval cues are associated with multiple details, they are not distinctive and
they reduce the effectiveness of promoting the recall of target information. A distinctive cue
uniquely matches a memory to the exclusion of other related memories (principle of cue
overload; Nairne, 2002). Therefore, to be effective, cues need to be encoded within the
context of the witnessed event (encoding specificity principle), and to offer diagnostic
information identifying a single target to the exclusion of others, rather than matching
multiple related targets (i.e. matching but not distinctive; Goh & Lu, 2012; Nairne, 2002).
Previous research on eyewitness testimony has focused on interviewer-led cues to generate
information (e.g. context reinstatement; Dando et al., 2009). However, interviewers cannot
know what the most salient information to the interviewee is. Therefore, one solution is to
ask interviewees themselves to provide such information using the self-generated cue
mnemonic (Wheeler & Gabbert, 2017).
Self-generated cues (SGC) can be defined as salient details that are actively generated
by the witnesses themselves and facilitate retrieval of a target memory (e.g. what the suspect
looked like; Kontogianni et al., 2018; Wheeler & Gabbert, 2017). When witnesses recall
episodic information, stored traces are activated and these subsequently prompt related
details. Thus, this ‘spreading activation’ through an associative network (activation theory;
Anderson, 1983) leads to the strengthening of memory traces across repeated retrieval
attempts. Research has shown that the stronger a memory, the more likely it is that it will be
recalled at a later date and that it will activate associated memories (Anderson, 1983).
Similarly, Anderson and Conway (1993) showed that, when asked to list event details in free
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recall, participants first listed ‘distinctive details’, before then listing other details that were
highly associated with those distinctive details. Thus, self-generation of distinctive cues can
trigger related memories by tapping a common theme (Anderson & Conway, 1993). The use
of SGC should trigger the retrieval of related event details while excluding unrelated details,
thus satisfying both the encoding-specificity principle (Tulving & Thomson, 1973), and the
principle of cue overload (Nairne, 2002).
Previous research has focused on using SGC to examine whether the use of this
mnemonic facilitates retrieval of target memories in eyewitness contexts. For example,
Kontogianni et al. (2018) found that the use of SGC led to the reporting of more correct
details from mock-witnesses (cf. other-generated cues and no cues). In terms of perpetrator
descriptions, Wheeler et al. (2017) found (across two studies) that the use of SGC techniques
increased reporting of person description details, with no cost to accuracy (cf. other-generated
cues and free recall). To date, however, research has not examined whether the use of an
SGC mnemonic can specifically improve the reporting of person descriptions by witnesses
for both single and multiple perpetrator events. Most previous research (e.g. Kuehn, 1974;
Meissner et al., 2001) has only addressed the reporting of person descriptions for a single
perpetrator. This is problematic, as in the real-world, crimes are often committed by multiple
perpetrators (McGloin & Piquero, 2009; van Mastrigt & Farrington, 2009). The limited
previous research has shown that increasing the number of perpetrators leads to poorer person
descriptions (Sporer, 1996; van Koppen & Lochun, 1997). Perhaps the use of SGC could
increase the reporting of person descriptions for multiple perpetrators as using SGC would
result in more unique associated memories about the event and this should facilitate higher
rates of correct recall.
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Current Study
Two experiments were conducted to test the effectiveness of using SGC in
comparison to person description cues (PDC) and a free recall (control) with single
perpetrator (Experiment 1) and multiple perpetrator (Experiment 2) events. Frontline police
officers often use a short-answer format (i.e. checklist) to elicit person descriptions from
witnesses. Therefore, to reflect real-life practice, the current study manipulated the use of
PDC as part of the experimental design. As previously stated, the use of SGC has not been
specifically examined in the context of person descriptions. Given that the use of SGC should
prompt the most salient memories for mock-witnesses (cf. other generated cues) and the fact
that SGC draws upon activation theory (i.e. mock witnesses start with the most salient
memory and then report the next most salient memory and so on; Kontogianni et al., 2018), it
was predicted that the use of SGC would result in a higher number of person descriptors than
when using PDC or a free recall in both single perpetrator events (Hypothesis 1a) and
multiple perpetrator events (Hypothesis 2a). Based on previous research using mock-witness
paradigms (Kontogianni et al., 2018; Wheeler et al., 2017), it was predicted that the accuracy
of reported person descriptions would be higher when using SGC, than when using PDC or a
free recall, for both single perpetrator events (Hypothesis 1b) and multi-perpetrator events
(Hypothesis 2b). It was also predicted that the use of SGC would activate unique associated
memories and lead to the reporting of more fine-grain details and coarse-grain details in both
single perpetrator events (Hypothesis 1c) and multiple perpetrator events (Hypothesis 2c),
than the use of PDC or a free recall. Finally, it was predicted that the use of SGC would lead
to a higher accuracy of fine-grain details and coarse-grain details in both single perpetrator
events (Hypothesis 1d) and multiple perpetrator events (Hypothesis 2d), than the use of PDC
or a free recall.
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Experiment 1
Method
Participants and design
A power analysis revealed that a minimum of 25 participants would be sufficient in
each group for the study to have good statistical power (.873) and a large effect size (ηp2 =
.138) at the .05 significance level.
A total of 103 participants were recruited through the Department of Psychology’s
participant pool. Participants were pseudo-randomly allocated to one of three conditions
(Mnemonic Type: self-generated cues [SGC], person description cues [PDC], free recall) in a
between-subjects design. Data were excluded for one participant who did not follow the
instructions. The reported analysis is based on the data for the remaining 102 participants
(Mage = 20.02 years, SD = 4.59, 79 females), with 34 participants allocated per group cell.
Materials
Stimulus event
The stimulus event was a short, recorded crime event lasting 58 seconds (see Figure 2
for crime timeline). The event showed a theft by a single male perpetrator from a building
reception area. The event starts with the male perpetrator entering the reception area. He
looks around before jumping over the reception desk and rifling through a woman’s handbag
that has been left unattended behind the desk. The perpetrator steals some items from the bag,
before jumping back over the reception desk. At the end of the event the perpetrator exits the
building with the stolen items. There was no audio.
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Figure 2
Screenshots showing timeline of criminal event (Study 3, Experiment 1)
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Self-Generated Cues Instructions
Instructions in the SGC condition were adapted from Gabbert et al. (2014) and
Kontogianni et al. (2018). Participants were instructed to ‘without thinking too hard, write
down the first six things that you remember seeing or thinking about the person you saw in
the film’. They were then instructed to focus on each of these things, one at a time, and were
encouraged to close their eyes or stare/look at a blank wall or the floor to help focus and
concentrate on remembering the perpetrator (see Appendix B).
Person Description Cues Instructions
Participants in the PDC condition were provided with, and had to select from, a list of
descriptors that frontline police officers often use to gather person descriptions. Similar to a
checklist, participants were required to consider a set of specified descriptors including the
perpetrators ethnicity, height, apparent age, sex and whether they had any marks, scars, or
peculiarities. For build, hair colour, eyes, complexion and facial hair, participants were
provided with a list of options to choose from (e.g. Eyes - Blue; Brown; Grey; Cast; Staring;
Other). Participants then had to answer a yes/no response question to indicate whether the
perpetrator wore glasses. Finally, participants were asked to comment on the perpetrators
clothing. This section was multiple-choice, and participants had to select items of clothing
that were provided (e.g. hat, jacket, dress, belt, shoes, etc.). Participants could then provide
additional details about each item of clothing that they selected (see Appendix B).
Procedure
Ethical approval was obtained from the Faculty of Science and Health ethics
committee at the University of Portsmouth (see Appendix C). Individuals arrived at the
laboratory at pre-arranged times and completed consent procedures which informed them that
the study would be about eyewitness memory. Participants were then asked to complete a
short demographic survey which asked participants to self-identify their gender and ethnicity,
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as well as provide their age. Participants were then randomly allocated to one of three
conditions (SGC; PDC; free recall). All participants were given the following instructions
prior to watching the short film: During this study you will watch a short film. The film has
no audio. However, please pay close attention to the film, as you will be asked questions
about what you saw later on.
After witnessing the event, all participants completed an 8-minute filler task
(searching for items in a complex scene). Participants in all conditions were then instructed to
‘provide a detailed person description of the person you saw in the event. Please remember
that you are the only person who has seen the individual. Imagine that the success of this
case hinges solely on the description you provide. I have no information about the person in
the event other than what you write down. It is therefore important to write down as many
details as possible when giving the description and take as much time as you require. A
description can refer to physical descriptors of an individual but also items of clothing. Try
to describe the person in enough detail so that someone else could use your description to
pick them out of a crowd. Please do not guess about any detail that you are unsure of’. To
promote accurate reporting, participants were instructed not to guess (Memon et al., 2010).
Depending on condition, participants also received instructions to use SGC or PDC.
Participants in the free recall (control) condition did not receive any further instructions.
Once participants had completed their description of the perpetrator they were thanked for
their time and fully debriefed. Participation in the study took approximately 20 minutes.
Coding
A coding scheme was devised to categorise each person descriptor. The person
descriptors reported by participants were coded according to previous research (see Lindsay
et al., 1994). Categories included face items (e.g. face, mouth, nose), exterior face items (e.g.
hair length, hair style, hair colour), body (e.g. height, weight), clothing (e.g. grey jogging
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bottoms, white Lonsdale trainers, black Gillet), and accessory descriptors (e.g. brown leather
watch). Race, age and gender were coded individually.
Similar to previous research (e.g. Pozzulo & Warren, 2003), age, height and weight
were coded within an acceptable range (age ± 3 years; height ± 2 inches; weight ± 2kg). Any
descriptor that exceeded the acceptable range (e.g. ‘aged between 20 and 30 years’) was
considered an error and coded as incorrect. Details that were subjective or vague (e.g. ‘he was
neither tall nor short’) were not coded for accuracy. To assess overall inter-rater reliability for
the accuracy of person descriptors, 21 person descriptions were randomly selected and coded
independently by a second rater who was blind to the experimental conditions. The inter-rater
reliability was excellent, ICC = .95, 95% CI [.82, .98].
To assess the precision of elicited person descriptors, the grain size of reported
information was coded, in terms of fine-grain and/or coarse-grain. Specifically, coding for
descriptions with numerical values, and similar to Weber and Brewer (2008), and, Sauer and
Hope (2016), responses including numbers were coded as fine-grain if they included up to
three possible values (e.g. aged between 25 and 28 years). However, a response was referred
to as coarse-grain if it included four or more possible values (e.g. aged 25 to 35 years). For
categorical data, pre-determined parameters defined when responses were considered finegrain (e.g. bushy eyebrows). Vague and subjective responses (i.e. ‘about my height’) were
not coded. To assess overall inter-rater reliability for grain size, 21 person descriptions were
randomly selected and coded independently by a second rater who was blind to the
experimental conditions. Inter-rater reliability for accuracy of fine-grain details was excellent,
ICC = .94, 95% CI [.87, .98] and inter-rater reliability for accuracy of coarse-grain details
was acceptable, ICC = .72, 95% CI [.33, .89].
Each participant received a score for the total number of descriptors provided, a score
for the proportion of correct descriptors provided (correct descriptors divided by total number
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of descriptors), a score for total number of fine-grain details and coarse-grain details, and a
score for the proportion of fine-grain details (correct fine-grain details divided by total
number of fine-grain details) versus coarse-grain details (correct coarse-grain details divided
by total number of coarse-grain details) provided. These newly computed scores then formed
the dependent variables in the current study.
Results and Discussion
For the hypothesis-testing analyses conducted below, the between-subjects factor in
each of the one-way ANOVAs was always Mnemonic Type (self-generated cues vs. person
description cues vs. free recall). Unless otherwise stated, the assumption for Levene’s Test
for Homogeneity of Variance was met (p-values ranged from .168 to .805), therefore equal
variances can be assumed.
Reporting of person descriptors
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with total number of person descriptors
reported as the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic Type,
F(2, 99) = 28.76, p < .001, ηp2 = .37. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the use of
person description cues led to the reporting of significantly more person descriptors than the
use of self-generated cues, p < .001, and a free recall, p < .001 (see Table 11). There was no
difference between using self-generated cues and using a free recall, p = .904, in terms of the
number of person descriptors reported.
Accuracy of person descriptors
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with accuracy of person descriptors provided
by participants as the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic
Type, F(2, 99) = 25.92, p < .001, ηp2 = .34. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the
use of self-generated cues led to a higher accuracy for person descriptors than the use of
person description cues, p < .001. Free recall reporting also resulted in a higher accuracy for
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person descriptors than the use of person description cues, p < .001 (see Table 11). There was
no difference between the use of self-generated cues and a free recall, p = .672, in terms of
the accuracy of person descriptors reported.
Reporting of fine-grain and coarse-grain details
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with total number of fine-grain details as the
dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic Type, F(2, 99) = 20.73, p
< .001, ηp2 = .30. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that using person description cues
led to significantly more fine-grain details than using self-generated cues, p < .001, and a free
recall, p < .001 (see Table 11). There was no difference between using self-generated cues
and using a free recall, p = .856, in terms of the number of fine-grain details reported.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with total number of coarse-grain details as the
dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic Type, F(2, 99) = 3.96, p
= .022, ηp2 = .07. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the use of person description
cues led to significantly more coarse-grain details than using a free recall, p = .028. There
were no differences between the use of self-generated cues and the use of person description
cues, p = .075, or between the use of self-generated cues and a free recall, p = .912 (see Table
11).
Accuracy of fine-grain and coarse-grain details
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with the accuracy of fine-grain details reported
by participants as the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic
Type, F(2, 99) = 27.02, p < .001, ηp2 = .35. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the
use of self-generated cues led to a higher accuracy for fine-grain details than the use of
person description cues, p < .001. Free recall reporting also resulted in a higher accuracy for
fine-grain details than using person description cues, p < .001 (see Table 11). There was no
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difference between using self-generated cues and using a free recall, p = .740, in terms of the
accuracy of fine-grain details.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with the accuracy of coarse-grain details
reported by participants as the dependent variable was conducted. Levene’s Test for
Homogeneity of Variance was not met (p = .007). Nevertheless, analyses of variance are
robust to issues of normality (Lantz, 2013). The ANOVA revealed that there was no
significant differences between using self-generated cues, person description cues, and a free
recall, F(2, 99) = 2.74, p = .069, ηp2 = .05 (see Table 11).

Table 11
Descriptive statistics for the number and accuracy of person descriptors reported (Study 3,
Experiment 1)
Dependent
Variable

Type of instruction
Self-generated cues

Person description

Free recall

cues
Mean (SD), 95% CI

Mean (SD), 95% CI

Mean (SD), 95% CI

Total number of

15.88 (3.45),

21.15 (3.92).

15.47 (3.69),

person descriptors

13.86-16.19

19.82-22.48

14.24-16.75

Overall accuracy of 0.86 (0.10),

0.71 (0.11),

0.88 (0.92)

person descriptors

0.82-0.89

0.67-0.75

0.85-0.91

Total number of

13.38 (3.38),

18.53 (4.06),

13.85 (3.45),

fine-grain details

12.26-14.55

17.21-20.00

12.61-14.95

Overall accuracy of 0.88 (0.09),

0.74 (0.11),

0.90 (0.08),

fine-grain details

0.85-0.91

0.70-0.78

0.87-0.93

Total number of

1.71 (1.17),

2.50 (1.78),

1.56 (1.44),

coarse-grain details

1.32-2.14

1.93-3.14

1.09-2.05

Overall accuracy of 0.64 (0.44),

0.41 (0.34),

0.58 (0.46),

coarse-grain details

0.31-0.53

0.41-0.73

0.49-0.79

Summary of Experiment 1
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The aim of Experiment 1 was to investigate the use of self-generated cues (SGC) in
comparison to using person description cues (PDC) or a free recall when mock-witnesses
viewed a single perpetrator event. The current experiment is the first to evaluate the use of
SGC with only person descriptors. In contrast to Hypothesis 1a, mock-witnesses who used
PDC reported more person descriptors than mock-witnesses who used SGC or a free recall,
but no difference was found in terms of the number of person descriptors when using SGC
compared to a free recall. Unlike the current experiment, Wheeler et al. (2017) found a
benefit to using SGC (cf. free recall) to obtain person-details in a mock-crime scenario. In
line with Hypothesis 1b, mock-witnesses who used SGC were more accurate with the person
descriptors they reported compared to mock-witnesses who used PDC. In contrast to
Hypothesis 1b, there was no difference between the accuracy of person descriptors for SGC
and free recall. This is line with Kontogianni et al. (2018) who found that mock-witnesses
who used SGC reported more correct details than mock-witness in other conditions.
However, it is important to note that the study by Kontogianni et al. (2018) measured all
types of details (e.g. person, action, setting details) and not just person descriptors; hence, the
comparison of using SGC versus a free recall has not previously been examined in the
context of the current experiment which is solely person descriptions. In refute of Hypothesis
1c, the use of PDC led to the reporting of more fine-grain details than the use of SGC or a
free recall. Also in contrast to Hypothesis 1c, there were no differences in the reporting of
coarse-grain details when using SGC, PDC, or a free recall. When mock-witnesses view a
single perpetrator event, the use of PDC leads to more person descriptors being reported than
the use of SGC, but to the detriment of accuracy. Of most importance, the use of SGC led to
more accurate person descriptors being provided than the use of PDC, which is essential to
ensuring the apprehension of the correct perpetrator during frontline policing.
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In partial support of Hypothesis 1d, the use of SGC led to a higher accuracy rate for
fine-grain details about the perpetrator than the use of PDC, but the use of a free recall also
led to a higher accuracy rate for fine-grain details than the use of PDC. No difference was
found when using SGC versus a free call in terms of accuracy of fine-grain details reported.
Based on the previous literature (e.g. Kontogianni et al., 2018), it comes as no surprise that
the spontaneous reporting of person descriptions, such as through the use of SGC and a free
recall, outperformed (i.e. led to a higher accuracy of fine-grain details) the forced-choice style
of reporting, such as the use of PDC. In refute of Hypothesis 1d, there were no differences
between the use of SGC, PDC and a free recall in terms of the accuracy of coarse-grain
details reported about the perpetrator. However, it is important to note that the overall number
of coarse-grain details reported in the current experiment was extremely low. This is in line
with previous research that mock-witnesses hold back on the reporting of coarse-grain details
(Brewer et al., 2018).
Experiment 2
Method
Participants and design
As in Experiment 1, a power analysis revealed that a minimum of 25 participants
would be sufficient in each group for the study to have good statistical power (.873) and a
large effect size (ηp2 = .138) at the .05 significance level.
A total of 101 participants were recruited through the Department of Psychology’s
participant pool and through advertisements online (e.g. Facebook). The study involved a
one-way between-subjects design with participants pseudo-randomly allocated to one of three
conditions (Mnemonic Type: self-generated cues [SGC], person description cues [PDC], free
recall). Data were excluded for eleven participants who did not follow the instructions (N = 5)
or contained too many missing data (N = 6). The reported analysis is based on the data for the
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remaining 90 participants (Mage = 22.90 years, SD = 4.91, 68 females), with 30 participants
allocated per group cell.
Materials
Stimulus event
The stimulus event was a recorded crime event, involving multiple perpetrators which
lasted 1 minute 58 seconds (see Figure 3 for crime timeline). The event showed a theft from a
parked car in a residential street. At the start of the event three male targets who were very
distinct from one another (e.g. different clothing, different accessories, different appearance,
etc.) can be seen sitting on a garden wall (in front of a terraced property). The men jump off
the wall and walk down a street of parked cars. The men can be seen scanning the area and
trying a number of car doors before finding one car that has been left unlocked. One of the
group opens the passenger side door and a second man walks around the car and opens the
back-passenger door. The third man keeps watch. The men then leave with some stolen items
(one man can be seen putting something in his pocket, another man is seen leaving with a
laptop which he places under his jacket). There was no audio.
The instructions for participants in Experiment 2 (e.g. SGC instructions, PDC
instructions) were the same as in Experiment 1. Participants were asked to provide
descriptions of each perpetrator, starting with the person most clear in their memory before
moving on to report a description of the next perpetrator and so on.
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Figure 3
Screenshots showing timeline of criminal event (Study 3 Experiment 2).
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Procedure and coding
The procedure and coding were the same as in Experiment 1. However, as this was a
multiple perpetrator experiment compared to a single perpetrator experiment, participants
were required to provide three person descriptions instead of the one person description (as
was the case in Experiment 1). All participants in Experiment 2 viewed the same three
perpetrators. Participants were first instructed to describe the perpetrator that they felt they
had the best memory of. A person description detail was scored as accurate if it was present
in the stimulus event and described correctly. Details that were subjective or vague were not
coded. Subsequently, once participants provided a description of the first perpetrator, they
were then instructed to provide a description of the next perpetrator, and so on. Each
perpetrator was distinct (see Figure 3). For example, one perpetrator wore a green hoodie,
one wore a blue denim jacket, and, one wore a red hoodie. In addition, one perpetrator had
glasses, the other two perpetrators did not have glasses. Participation in the study took
approximately 30 minutes.
To assess overall inter-rater reliability for accuracy of person descriptors in the
multiple perpetrator event, 18 person descriptions were randomly selected and coded
independently by a second rater blind to experimental conditions. The inter-rater reliability
was excellent, ICC = .99, 95% CI [.98, 1.00]. To assess overall inter-rater reliability for grain
size in the multiple perpetrator event, 18 person descriptions were randomly selected and
coded independently by a second rater blind to experimental conditions. Inter-rater reliability
for accuracy of fine-grain details was excellent, ICC = .99, 95% CI [.97, 1.00] and inter-rater
reliability for accuracy of coarse-grain details was also excellent, ICC = .97, 95% CI [.92,
.99].
Results and Discussion
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For the hypothesis-testing analyses conducted below, the between-subjects factor in
each of the one-way ANOVAs was always Mnemonic Type (self-generated cues vs. person
generated cues vs. free recall). Unless otherwise stated, the assumption for Levene’s Test for
Homogeneity of Variance was met (p-values ranged from .104 to .803), therefore equal
variances can be assumed.
Reporting of person descriptors
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with total number of person descriptors as the
dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic Type, F(2, 87) = 18.08, p
< .001, ηp2 = .29. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the use of person description
cues led to significantly more person descriptors than the use of self-generated cues, p = .033,
and a free recall, p < .001 (see Table 12). The use of self-generated cues led to significantly
more person descriptors than using a free recall, p = .003.
Accuracy of person descriptors
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with accuracy of person descriptors provided
by participants as the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic
Type, F(2, 87) = 7.02, p = .001, ηp2 = .14. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the
use of self-generated cues led to a higher accuracy rate for person descriptors than the use of
person generated cues, p = .002. Free recall led to a higher accuracy of person descriptors
than the use of person generated cues, p = .015 (see Table 12). There was no difference in the
accuracy of person descriptors when using self-generated cues compared to a free recall, p =
.782.
Reporting of fine-grain and coarse-grain details
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with total number of fine-grain details as the
dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic Type, F(2, 87) = 16.13, p
< .001, ηp2 = .27. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the use of person generated
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cues led to significantly more fine-grain details than the use of self-generated cues, p = .034,
and a free recall, p < .001 (see Table 12). The use of self-generated cues led to significantly
more fine-grain details than using a free recall, p = .007.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with total number of coarse-grain details as the
dependent variable was conducted. Levene’s Test for Homogeneity of Variance was not met
(p = .009). Nevertheless, analyses of variance are robust to issues of normality (Lantz, 2013).
The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic Type, F(2, 87) = 4.95, p =
.009, ηp2 = .10. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the use of person generated cues
led to significantly more coarse-grain details than using a free recall, p = .015. The use of
self-generated cues led to significantly more coarse-grain details than using a free recall, p =
.030 (see Table 12). There was no difference between the use of self-generated cues and the
use of person description cues in terms of the number of coarse-grain details reported, p =
.965.
Accuracy of fine-grain and coarse-grain details
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with the accuracy of fine-grain details reported
by participants as the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for Mnemonic
Type, F(2, 87) = 8.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .16. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD showed that the
use of self-generated cues led to a higher accuracy for fine-grain details than the use of
person description cues, p < .001. Free recall reporting also resulted in a higher accuracy for
fine-grain details than the use of person description cues, p = .045 (see Table 12). There was
no difference when using self-generated cues versus a free recall in terms of the accuracy of
fine-grain details, p = .218.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA with the accuracy of coarse-grain details
reported by participants as the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect for
Mnemonic Type, F(2, 87) = 6.34, p = .003, ηp2 = .13. Post-hoc tests using Tukey HSD
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showed that using a free recall led to a higher accuracy for coarse-grain details than using
self-generated cues, p = .005, and using person generated cues, p = .012 (see Table 12). There
was no difference between the use of self-generated cues and the use of person description
cues in terms of accuracy of coarse-grain details, p = .960.

Table 12
Descriptive statistics for the number and accuracy of person descriptors reported (Study 3,
Experiment 2)
Dependent
Variable

Type of instruction
Self-generated cues

Person description

Free recall

cues
Mean (SD), 95% CI

Mean (SD), 95% CI

Mean (SD), 95% CI

Total number of

38.13 (11.43),

45.27 (11.42),

28.50 (9.57),

person descriptors

34.41-42.41

41.15-49.13

25.18-32.05

Overall accuracy of 0.85 (0.09),

0.76 (0.09),

0.83 (0.11),

person descriptors

0.81-0.88

0.73-0.79

0.79-0.87

Total number of

32.73 (10.11),

39.27 (10.98),

24.70 (8.62),

fine-grain details

29.14-36.26

35.21-43.20

21.62-27.65

Overall accuracy of 0.87 (0.09),

0.76 (0.11),

0.83 (0.11),

fine-grain details

0.84-0.90

0.72-0.80

0.78-0.87

Total number of

5.40 (3.00),

5.60 (3.74),

3.37 (2.19),

coarse-grain details

4.31-6.41

4.26-7.00

2.56-4.14

Overall accuracy of 0.65 (0.32),

0.67 (0.32),

0.90 (0.27),

coarse-grain details

0.54-0.78

0.78-0.99

0.53-0.76

Summary of Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate the use of self-generated cues (SGC) in
comparison to using person description cues (PDC) and a free recall when mock-witnesses
viewed a multiple perpetrator event. In contrast to Hypothesis 2a, mock-witnesses who used
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PDC reported more person descriptors than mock-witnesses who used SGC or a free recall.
This goes against recent research that showed a benefit of using SGC for person-details in a
mock-crime scenario (Kontogianni et al., 2018). However, in line with Hypothesis 2a, the use
of SGC led to more person descriptors being reported than using a free recall. A potential
reason for the increase in person descriptions when using SGC compared to a free recall
could be the initial identification of six person details that the mock-witnesses were asked to
provide prior to recall. Research suggests that an initial list of details could activate stronger
memories (Anderson, 1983); thus, facilitating further recall for person descriptions.
In line with Hypothesis 2b, mock-witnesses who used SGC were more accurate with
the person descriptors they reported compared to mock-witnesses who used PDC. In contrast
to Hypothesis 2b, there was no difference between the accuracy of person descriptors
reported when using SGC compared to a free recall. These findings are similar to Experiment
1 and in line with Kontogianni et al. (2018). In refute of Hypothesis 2c, the use of PDC led to
the reporting of more fine-grain details than the use of SGC and a free recall. However, in
support of Hypothesis 2c, the use of SGC led to more fine-grain details and more coarsegrain details than the use of a free recall. There was no difference between using PDC and
using SGC in terms of coarse-grain details (refuting Hypothesis 2c).
In partial support of Hypothesis 2d, the use of SGC led to a higher accuracy rate for
fine-grain details about the perpetrators than the use of PDC, but the use of a free recall also
led to a higher accuracy rate for fine-grain details than the use of PDC. No difference was
found when using SGC versus a free call in terms of accuracy of fine-grain details reported
for multiple perpetrators. In refute of Hypothesis 2d, the use of a free recall led to a higher
accuracy rate for coarse-grain details than the use of PDC and the use of SGC, but there was
no difference in accuracy of coarse-grain details when using PDC versus using SGC.
However, as with Experiment 1, it is important to note that the overall number of coarse-
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grain details reported in Experiment 2 was extremely low, so the findings associated with
coarse-grain accuracy need to be interpreted with caution.
When mock-witnesses view a multiple perpetrator event, the use of PDC leads to
more person descriptors being reported than the use of SGC, but to the detriment of accuracy.
As with Experiment 1, the use of SGC led to more accurate person descriptors being provided
than the use of PDC, which is essential to ensuring the apprehension of the correct
perpetrators during frontline policing.
General Discussion
The current two-part experiment tested the effectiveness of using self-generated cues
(SGC) in comparison to using person description cues (PDC) and a free recall when mockwitnesses viewed a single perpetrator event (Experiment 1) or a multiple perpetrator event
(Experiment 2).
In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, the use of SGC did not elicit as many person
descriptors as using PDC. Whilst the use of PDC produced a more exhaustive recall of person
descriptors across both single perpetrator and multiple perpetrator events, the accuracy of
such descriptors was poor, with the use of SGC leading to a higher accuracy rate of person
descriptors than the use of PDC in both single perpetrator events and multiple perpetrator
events. One of the primary aims of eliciting a person description on the frontline is the quick
apprehension of the perpetrator(s) in the immediate vicinity of the incident. Hence, it is
essential that the person descriptions are accurate in order to apprehend the correct
perpetrator(s). The reason for the low accuracy rates when using PDC could be because the
use of PDC forces witnesses to consider particular features (e.g. eye colour), even when they
have no memory for these features. Feature checklists that are similar to using PDC have
been shown to produce more incorrect person descriptors than a free recall task (see
Wogalter, 1991, 1996), which is problematic given that the use of PDC is similar to frontline
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policing in the real-world. Further research is needed to examine how person descriptions are
best elicited using mnemonics, such as using SGC.
In the current study, the comparison of using SGC versus a free recall showed that the
use of SGC led to more person descriptors and grain size details than a free recall, but only
for the multiple perpetrator event (Experiment 2), and not during the single-perpetrator event
(Experiment 1). Experiment 2 was a more difficult task than Experiment 1 as mock-witnesses
had to encode more information in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1 (i.e. three perpetrators
instead of one perpetrator). It is therefore possible that the person cues were more distinctive
in the multiple perpetrator event (Experiment 2), which resulted in mock-witnesses being
able to offer more diagnostic information about an individual target than when viewing the
single perpetrator event (Experiment 1). Furthermore, it may well be that the use of a
retrieval technique, such as using self-generated cues, is of greater benefit when completing a
more challenging task (e.g. in the case of providing person descriptors about multiple
perpetrators compared to a single perpetrator). Research suggests that whilst increasing the
match between encoding and retrieval is necessary to facilitate recall, it is the distinctive
quality of the cues that moderates the quantity of information that is retrieved (Goh & Lu,
2012; Nairne, 2002). Further research is needed to explore the use of SGC with single and
multiple perpetrators, with future research focusing on the mechanisms behind why the use of
SGC may be better for multiple perpetrators than a single perpetrator.
Interestingly, in both experiments, the overall number of coarse-grain details was low
and the overall number of fine-grain details was, in comparison, high. This prioritisation of
fine-grain details supports previous research using mock-witness accounts (e.g. Brewer et al.,
2018; McCallum et al., 2016). One reason why mock-witnesses may be under-reporting
coarse-grain details is because they believe the coarse-grain estimates are unhelpful, with the
potential to violate social norms of communication. Witnesses might also believe that
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frontline police officers would ridicule or scorn them as they believe the police would already
know such information (Yaniv & Foster, 1995). Brewer et al. (2018) argued that this
potential assumption by witnesses about the informativeness of their knowledge is
problematic. For example, frontline police officers attending a scene and carrying out an
immediate search for the perpetrator may find coarse-grain details invaluable in narrowing
down a search. Promisingly, mock-witnesses were more accurate when they spontaneously
reported fine-grain details (e.g. using SGC or a free recall), compared to when using a forcedchoice style of reporting (e.g. using PDC). However, the findings for accuracy of coarsegrain details were inconsistent between the single perpetrator event and the multiple
perpetrator event, which is likely to be a result of the very low numbers of coarse-grain
details reported by mock-witnesses across both experiments. Future research needs to
investigate why coarse-grain information is at times under-reported in eyewitness memory
accounts and whether mnemonics could be used to enhance the recall of coarse-grain details.
The use of PDC requires a very different task to that of using SGC or a free recall. For
example, when using PDC, participants did not need to regulate the precision of their
responses as the use of PDC provided pre-set responses. Thus, individuals did not have to
monitor the likely accuracy of their memories, nor did they have to control their output to
optimise their reports. Additionally, when using the PDC, the items already contained person
descriptors that would be classified as fine-grain details (e.g. blue eyes). Participants who
simply guessed could therefore have performed better in terms of number of person
descriptors, compared to when using SGC or a free recall. Whilst the use of SGC showed an
apparent lack of benefit compared to the use of PDC in terms of the number of person
descriptors reported for single and multiple perpetrator events, the person descriptors elicited
when using SGC were more accurate than those elicited using PDC. Furthermore, whilst the
use of SGC showed no benefit to grain size reporting, the use of SGC was again more
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accurate for the reporting of fine-grain details than the use of PDC. This accuracy trade-off
for overall person descriptors and fine-grain details suggests that the use of SGC would be
more appropriate for frontline police officers were accurate person descriptors are vital
during the immediate search for a perpetrator. That is, a high number of [inaccurate] person
descriptors (e.g. from using PDC) could lead to the arrest of an innocent individual or the
actual perpetrator being able to leave the scene.
Conclusion
The use of SGC instead of the ‘typical’ frontline police style checklist may support
the interviewing process by facilitating an open-ended, predominately self-administered style
report. This is important during frontline police interviews where scenes are often dynamic
and involve multiple witnesses and few police officers. Dalton et al. (2021) has already
shown that in the real-world just over 50% of questions asked by frontline police officers to
elicit person descriptions were inappropriate or leading. The use of SGC allows witnesses to
report details in their own words and is likely to be more accurate for both single and
multiple perpetrator events than using person description cues. Notably, for applied contexts,
the better accuracy when using SGC gives the police a greater chance of catching the
perpetrator(s).
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Chapter 5
Thesis General Discussion
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The overarching aim of the current thesis was to explore how person descriptions are
obtained during frontline interviews, and examine the effectiveness of information elicitation
techniques in facilitating the reporting of person description information. Beyond estimator
factors (such as poor encoding conditions), there are several reasons why person descriptions
may lack diagnostic value. For the purposes of the current research, I focused on strategic
monitoring of memory and inadequate interviewing techniques. For this thesis, I began by
exploring how person descriptions were elicited in real-world frontline police interviews.
Next, I conducted laboratory-based research to examine whether mock-witnesses
demonstrated an own-race bias when reporting person descriptions, and I then tested whether
mock-witnesses use of self-generated cues facilitated the reporting of person description
information, across single and multiple perpetrator events.
This general discussion provides an overview of the main findings, followed by a
consideration of theoretical and practical implications for eliciting person descriptions from
witnesses during frontline interviews. Finally, the limitations of the current research are
presented alongside routes for future research.
Summary of Thesis Findings
In Study 1 (Chapter 2), analyses of real-world body worn video footage showed that
when obtaining person description information from witnesses, frontline police officers often
asked witnesses a series of short-answer specific questions (e.g. Was it a white male?
Southern or northern accent? How old was he? Was he black or white?). This finding
supports previous research on police interviewing (Brown et al., 2008; Clifford & George,
1996). These closed-ended questions were often inappropriate and leading. Poor question
formulation is known to minimise the amount of perpetrator (and other) information reported
by witnesses (e.g. Fisher, 1995; Wright & Alison, 2004). In summary, the findings from
Study 1, suggest that the way in which frontline police officers question witnesses when
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obtaining a description likely contributes to witnesses providing impoverished, and
potentially inaccurate, descriptions of perpetrators. In addition to poor interviewing practices,
other errors were observed with frontline police officers interviewing witnesses together,
providing witnesses with feedback on their descriptions of perpetrators (e.g. “Yes, you are
correct, he did have a London accent”), and interrupting witnesses whilst they were providing
their descriptions of the perpetrator. All of these poor practices (e.g. providing feedback,
interrupting witnesses’ narrative) have been shown to increase the likelihood of memory
contamination, which reduces the accuracy of information reported to frontline police officers
by witnesses (see Fisher, 1995). It is therefore not necessarily the case that witnesses are not
able to provide detailed person descriptions, but that inadequate interview techniques are
being used which limit the detail witnesses provide. This conclusion is consistent with Sporer
(1996) who suggested that incomplete perpetrator descriptions should not be considered as
evidence that witnesses are unable to provide underlying perpetrator information.
In Study 2 (Chapter 3), I conducted laboratory-based research that explored cross-race
differences in the reporting of person descriptions in South Africa, with white and black
mock-witnesses. The results of Study 2 indicate that while white mock-witnesses were able to
provide more person descriptors than black mock-witnesses, there was no own-race bias in
terms of the number of person descriptors reported. Differences were also found in the
individual types of person descriptors that were reported by black and white mock-witnesses.
For example, white mock-witnesses provided descriptors about the face of the perpetrator
more than black mock-witnesses, irrespective of the race of the perpetrator. The current
finding is somewhat at odds with earlier research (e.g. Chen & Geiselman 1993; Ellis et al.,
1975). However, given the location in which the research was conducted and the increasingly
globalised nature of modern life, there are likely a number of explanations for this pattern of
results.
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In terms of explaining the differences in individual reporting of types of person
details, Sporer (2001) argued that participant’s familiarity with members of their own-race,
means they have learnt to pay greater attention to these specific features as useful cues to
distinguish individual members of their own-race. It is therefore possible that participants
then use these facial features when evaluating different-race faces, even if a different set of
features might be more informative when providing descriptions of different-races.
Additionally, irrespective of participant race, an own-race bias was obtained for accuracy of
person descriptors. In terms of grain size, white mock-witnesses provided more coarse-grain
details than black mock-witnesses and an own-race bias was found for white participants, but
not black participants. In terms of accuracy of grain size, an own-race bias was present for
both white and black participants in the accuracy of fine-grain details, but not coarse-grain
details. The increase in the reporting of fine-grain details for descriptions of perpetrators from
a witness’s own-race suggests that witnesses describing a perpetrator from their own-race are
better at balancing informativeness and accuracy compared with witnesses who describe a
perpetrator from a different-race (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). Given the limited amount of
research to date that has examined cross-race differences in witnesses reporting of person
descriptions, Study 2 makes a novel contribution to the literature. However, future research is
needed to replicate these findings before any firm conclusions can be made. Future research
should aim to extend this area of research to other comparisons and different cross-race
groups, whilst also taking into account the role of culture.
Study 3 (Chapter 4), looked to examine whether the use of a mnemonic (selfgenerated cues) could improve the reporting and accuracy of person description information
during a single perpetrator event (Experiment 1) and a multiple perpetrator event (Experiment
2). In Experiment 1, the use of self-generated cues led to less person descriptors being
reported than using person description cues, but using self-generated cues and a free recall
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led to a similar number of person descriptors being reported by mock-witnesses. For the
reporting of grain size details, using person description cues led to more fine-grain details
being reported than using both self-generated cues and a free recall; however, the use of
person description cues only led to more coarse-grain details than a free recall. In terms of
accuracy of person descriptors and accuracy of grain size, the use of self-generated cues and a
free recall both outperformed the use of person description cues, with the use of selfgenerated cues and a free recall achieving similar accuracy rates for both person descriptors
and fine-grain details. There were no differences between the accuracy rates of coarse-grain
details for the use of self-generated cues, person description cues and a free recall.
In Experiment 2, the use of self-generated cues led to less person descriptors being
reported than the use of person description cues, but more person descriptors being reported
than the use of a free recall. A potential reason for the increase in person descriptions when
using self-generated cues compared to a free recall, could be the initial identification of sixperson details that the mock-witnesses were asked to provide, in the self-generated cues
condition, prior to recall. Research suggests that an initial list of details could activate
stronger memories (Anderson, 1983); thus, facilitating further recall for person descriptions.
In terms of accuracy of person descriptors, the use of self-generated cues outperformed the
use of person description cues, but there were no differences in accuracy rates when using
self-generated cues compared to using a free recall. For the reporting of grain size details, the
use of person description cues led to more fine-grain details being reported than the use of
self-generated cues or the use of a free recall; however, the use of self-generated cues led to
more fine-grain details than the use of a free recall. The use of person description cues and
the use of self-generated cues led to more coarse-grain details being reported than the use of a
free recall, but there was no difference in the reporting of coarse-grain details when using
person description cues compared to using self-generated cues. When considering the
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accuracy of grain size reporting, the use of self-generated cues and a free recall outperformed
the use of person description cues for accuracy of fine-grain details, with no difference being
obtained for the use of self-generated cues versus a free recall. Unexpectedly, the use of a
free recall led to better accuracy rates for coarse-grain details than the use of self-generated
cues or person description cues. No difference was found between the use of self-generated
cues and the use of person description cues in terms of accuracy of coarse-grain details.
For the total number of person descriptors reported, the findings of Study 3
(Experiment 1 and 2; Chapter 4) fail to replicate previous research that has shown a benefit of
using self-generated cues (cf. free recall) for person-details in a mock-crime scenario with
single perpetrators (Wheeler et al., 2017) and multiple perpetrators (Kontogianni et al., 2018).
Additional research is needed to examine whether using mnemonics can improve the
reporting of total number of person descriptions by witnesses in both single and multiple
perpetrator events, so that frontline police officers can elicit detailed and accurate person
descriptions. Specifically, research should aim to examine what the underlying mechanisms
are that contribute to a higher accuracy of person descriptors when using self-generated cues
(cf. person generated cues), and aim to explain the limitations of their effectiveness in
increasing the total number of person descriptors (cf. person generated cues and free recall).
Implications for theory and research on person recall and description
Providing accurate and detailed person descriptions about a previously witnessed
perpetrator(s) is a complex process. For a number of psychological reasons (e.g. stress and
trauma), even cooperative witnesses do not report all the information they know (Fisher,
2010). Consistent with any memory task, the number of details and accuracy of details
reported of a perpetrator(s) is likely to be influenced by a number of factors including those
present at encoding. One estimator factor that may influence description performance is
cross-race differences between the witness and the perpetrator. Although more than 60
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studies have investigated recognition memory for own-race versus different-race faces (for a
review see Meissner & Brigham, 2001), very few studies have attempted to explore whether
cross-race differences exist in the reporting of person descriptions. Study 2 (Chapter 3)
produced conflicting findings with an own-race bias for accuracy but not for the total number
of person descriptions reported. Fallshore and Scholar (1995) suggested that the differences
between cross-race face recognition and cross-race description may be down to differences in
the reliance on configural processing (recognition, i.e. processing not just the shapes of
individual features but also processing the relations among the features of the face) versus
featural processing (description, i.e. processing individual features of the face; Maurer et al.,
2002; Rhodes et al., 1989). However, as there is a dearth of research examining own-race
bias for person descriptions, calls have been made for more empirical research to be
conducted into the factors that impact the reporting of person description information (e.g.
Lindsay, 2012; Meissner et al., 2007). Specifically, there is a need for more research that
explores whether the fundamental differences in the process associated with face recognition
versus description account for cross-race differences.
The current research also drew on two memory theories to consider (i) how witnesses
may regulate the reporting of their memories (Koriat & Goldmsith, 1996) and (ii) how
mnemonics may be used to improve the reporting of person descriptions, by capitalising on
the associative nature of memory (e.g. Anderson, 1983). If cross-race differences exist when
providing descriptions, it might be because witnesses regulate the information they provide
about other-races (i.e. witnesses balance the informativeness and accuracy of person
descriptions of different-races by monitoring their precision). Witnesses are already unlikely
to have extensively encoded the face or person details (regardless of race), so additional
complexity as a function of race could increase metacognitive monitoring and result in fewer
person description details being provided compared to when there is no cross-race difference
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(i.e. the witness and perpetrator are of the same race). When reporting information
cooperative witnesses generally aim to be accurate and informative (Horry et al., 2016).
However, under conditions of uncertainty, the demands of accuracy and informativeness
compete and witnesses may have to reach a compromise between the two (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1996). One method for balancing accuracy and informativeness is to regulate the
level of detail (grain size) they report (Goldsmith et al., 2002; Sauer & Hope, 2016). Finegrain responses are more informative but less likely to be accurate compared with coarsegrain responses (Brewer et al., 2018). When a premium is placed on accurate reporting (e.g.
when providing person descriptions to the police), it is likely that witnesses use a higher
threshold for accurate reporting and may withhold information that is likely to be incorrect.
Thus, witnesses may be strategically regulating their memory to enhance accuracy (Koriat &
Goldsmith, 1994, 1996).
The results of Study 3 (Experiments 1 and 2; Chapter 4) suggest that the use of selfgenerated cues facilitated a higher accuracy with person descriptions than the use of person
description cues. However, using self-generated cues led to fewer person descriptors being
reported than when using person description cues. Whilst the use of self-generated cues did
not differ from using a free recall in terms of frequency of person descriptors within a single
perpetrator event, the use of self-generated cues did lead to more person descriptors than
when using a free recall within a multiple perpetrator event. The benefit of using selfgenerated cues for eliciting person descriptors compared to using a free recall in the multiple
perpetrator event but not in the single perpetrator event could be explained by the possibility
that the person cues in Experiment 2 were more distinctive (e.g. there were more person
details in total) than in Experiment 1. Additionally, the task of reporting person descriptors of
multiple perpetrators (Experiment 2) may be more challenging and therefore the use of a
retrieval technique, such as self-generated cues could be of greater benefit than in an easier
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task (e.g. a single perpetrator event; Experiment 1). Research has shown that whilst
increasing the match between encoding and retrieval is necessary to facilitate recall, it is the
distinctive quality of the cues that moderates how much information is retrieved (Goh & Lu,
2012; Nairne, 2002).
The ability of a witness to regulate the quality and quantity of their reporting is
impacted by the type of reporting instructions used (Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). In Study 3
(Chapter 4), mock-witnesses who used self-generated cues were able to provide more
accurate person descriptions and more accurate fine-grain details than mock-witnesses who
used person description cues. This advantage might be down to the differences in reporting
instructions between the use of self-generated cues and the use of person description cues.
Koriat and Goldsmith (1996) examined how participants responded to a general knowledge
test when using free-report and forced-report conditions. Participants in the free-report
condition were also able to monitor the accuracy of their responses by volunteering answers
that exceeded a pre-set criterion of confidence that the answer was correct (satisficing model;
Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008). Participants were more effective at monitoring their accuracy
when they were able to control whether to volunteer or withhold an answer (control of report
option). Study 1 showed that frontline police officers in the real-world conducted interviews
with witnesses using a forced-choice style of reporting and did not allow witnesses the option
of a free-report. This raises important questions around the accuracy of person descriptions
elicited in this way. The use of a forced-choice style of reporting (e.g. using a checklist
approach) clearly led to errors (e.g. reduced accuracy), which is problematic for frontline
policing and outweighs the advantage of using a forced-choice style of reporting to obtain
more information from witnesses.
Interestingly, across Studies 2 and 3, the overall number of coarse-grain details
reported by mock-witnesses was low and the overall number of fine-grain details was, in
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comparison, high. Moreover, the fine-grain details reported by mock-witnesses were often
accurate. The Dual-Criterion Model (Ackerman & Goldsmith, 2008) proposes that
informativeness mediates reporting, in that even if coarse-grain details are more likely to be
accurate (though imprecise; Evans & Fisher, 2011), they may be withheld if assessed by the
interviewee as not sufficiently informative. The prioritisation of fine-grain details in Studies 2
and 3 supports previous research using mock-witness accounts (e.g. Brewer et al., 2018;
McCallum et al., 2016). One reason why mock-witnesses may under-report coarse-grain
details is because they believe the coarse-grain estimates are unhelpful, with the potential to
violate social norms of communication. Witnesses might also make assumptions about the
information they believe police officers already know and therefore may withhold
information (particularly coarse-grain details) to avoid ridicule (Yaniv & Foster, 1995).
Brewer et al. (2018) argued that this potential assumption by witnesses about the
informativeness of police officers’ knowledge is problematic. For example, frontline police
officers attending a scene and carrying out an immediate search for the perpetrator may find
coarse-grain details invaluable in narrowing down a search. Future research needs to
investigate why coarse-grain information is at times under-reported in eyewitness memory
accounts and whether mnemonics could be used to enhance the recall of coarse-grain details.
Across all studies within the current thesis, the number of facial features reported by
witnesses was low. This is in line with previous literature that shows mock-witnesses are
more likely to report general person features (e.g. gender, height, build), than facial features
(Demarchi, 2003; Fahsing et al., 2004). The lack of facial features reported throughout all
studies in the current thesis suggests that if information is poorly encoded to begin with, the
information might not then be available for retrieval despite the use of cues.
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Practical implications for obtaining person description information
The findings presented in this thesis make a novel contribution to the wider literature
on investigative interviewing with a particular focus on frontline policing, and build on
previous research surrounding the reporting of person description information. Person
descriptions are important in the early stages of a criminal investigation and can be used to
narrow the range of potential suspects in the search for a perpetrator (Farrington & Lambert,
1997). Whilst the quality of information obtained during frontline police interviews is
determined by a number of factors, some of which are outside the control of frontline officers
(e.g. cross-race differences), some relate directly to the activity of the frontline police officers
(e.g. interviewing technique). Psychological factors known to underpin successful interviews
with cooperative witnesses include providing retrieval support and promoting accurate and
detailed accounts (Hope et al., 2014). However, investigative interviewing is a challenging
skill to master (Powell, 2014), and demands a good understanding of memory and
communication, as well as other cognitive, social, and environmental factors that may affect
the accuracy of witness accounts.
Although frontline police officers carry out the majority of interviews involving
person descriptions (albeit on the frontline), these frontline officers have received the least
amount of interview training (Dando et al., 2009). Thus, it is possible that frontline officers
have not been offered high quality training that would enable them to develop the necessary
tools to be able to master the skill of investigative interviewing. Frontline police officers can
limit or contaminate witness accounts through the use of misleading or otherwise inadequate
questioning techniques (see Chapter 2, Study 1). This inefficient style of interviewing can
lead to reduced accuracy in witness reports of perpetrators, as inappropriate questions (e.g.
closed questions and leading questions) are often associated with incorrect responses
(Fahsing et al., 2004; Granhag et al., 2013). It is important to note that frontline police
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officers are often deployed to complex and dynamic scenes where following best-practice
interviewing might not be possible. However, there is still considerable room for
improvement in the way frontline police officers interview witnesses.
Promisingly, the results of Study 1 demonstrated that when police officers asked
open-ended questions, witnesses were able to provide more person description information
and these descriptors were more informative and contained more fine-grain details compared
to when closed-questions were asked. Fine-grain details tend to be informative and are useful
in assisting the police to locate the [correct] perpetrator(s). The findings from Study 1 are
consistent with Oxburgh et al. (2010), who found that open questions tended to elicit longer,
more detailed, and more accurate responses than those featuring a predominance of closed
questions.
Study 2 demonstrated that using a non-leading tool – person description form – was
effective in increasing the number of person descriptors (20.6 person descriptors) compared
to previous laboratory-based research (average of 10 person descriptors). Using components
of the Self-Administered Interview, the person description form aimed to discourage mockwitnesses from guessing and used non-leading questions and cues to facilitate reporting of
person description information. Studies using the self-administered interview have reported
an increase in the quantity and accuracy of person description details (Gabbert et al., 2009;
Krix et al., 2016), as well as overall details (for a review see Horry et al., 2021). This increase
in the number of person descriptors is promising and suggests that witnesses can provide
underlying perpetrator information as long as frontline police officers (i) discourage
witnesses from guessing and (ii) elicit person descriptions using non-leading questions.
Additionally, Study 3 (Experiments 1 and 2; Chapter 4) showed that using selfgenerated cues improved the accuracy of the person descriptors reported by mock-witnesses
for both single and multiple perpetrators when compared to using person description cues.
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Whilst the use of person description cues produced more person descriptors across both
single perpetrator and multiple perpetrator events, the accuracy of such descriptors was poor,
with the use of self-generated cues leading to a higher accuracy rate of person descriptors
than the use of person description cues in both single perpetrator events and multiple
perpetrator events. One of the primary aims of eliciting a person description on the frontline
is the quick apprehension of the perpetrator(s) in the immediate vicinity of the incident.
Hence, it is essential that the person descriptions are accurate in order to apprehend the
correct perpetrator(s). The reason for the low accuracy rates when using person description
cues could be because it forces witnesses to consider particular features (e.g. scars, marks, or
peculiarities), even when they have no memory for these features. Feature checklists that are
similar to using person description cues have been shown to produce more incorrect person
descriptors than a free recall task (see Wogalter, 1991; 1996), which is problematic given that
using person description cues is similar to frontline policing in the real-world. Additionally,
unlike using person description cues, when witnesses have the option to withhold details they
are uncertain about, they can better maintain the accuracy of their memory reports (Evans &
Fisher, 2011; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996). Given that witnessing an event is a subjective
experience and that frontline police officers may be unaware of what information is salient to
the witness, self-generated cues could be used to support a witness-led largely selfadministered report. This would be particularly important when there are multiple witnesses
and few frontline police officers to carry out the necessary interviews.
Methodological considerations and future directions
As is often the case with research, there are a number of limitations associated with
each of the studies conducted as part of this PhD thesis. Access to Body worn video footage
provided a unique insight into the interactions that take place at the frontline of policing, and
while the footage showed that frontline police officers ask inappropriate questions to elicit
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person descriptions, the absence of ground truth regarding the accuracy of the descriptions
provided by witnesses about the perpetrator is problematic. That is, there is no way of
knowing whether the descriptions provided by witnesses were correct, or whether the
questions impacted the accuracy of the person descriptors reported. Accuracy is essential if
frontline police officers are to apprehend the correct perpetrator. Additionally, Study 1 did
not measure potential confounds, such as crime type, witness intoxication (see Harvey &
Bayless, 2021), individual differences in police interviewer (see Hudson et al., 2018), or
police interview training – all of which could impact on the quantity and quality of person
descriptions reported by witnesses. These limitations highlight the importance of avoiding
drawing casual inferences from field data (Wright, 2006). Police training could impact the
types of questions officers asked witnesses and so better training of investigative interviewing
and in particular, appropriate question types is essential.
Rapport has been empirically associated with enhanced information elicitation (Abbe
& Brandon, 2013; Roberts et al., 2004). However, only one unpublished study has examined
rapport and frontline police interviewing, finding that officers often failed to deploy strategies
that would help to build rapport with witnesses (Gabbert et al., 2016). Future research should
therefore examine the effects of rapport on frontline policing, and specifically the elicitation
of person description information. Future research should continue to take advantage of the
available BWV footage and use this as a tool to further investigate frontline police
interviewing.
Although Study 1 lacked ground truth, the laboratory-based studies (Studies 2 and 3),
controlled for this and permitted some analyses of person description accuracy. However, as
controlled laboratory-based experiments, these studies could be said to lack ecological
validity, due to the experimental design being somewhat artificial and manipulated.
Specifically, motivation to provide accurate and informative person descriptions may be
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much higher in real-life eyewitness situations compared with laboratory-based settings.
Additionally, the conditions in which witnesses observe live events (e.g. intoxication,
obstructed view, sudden onset) are likely to be very different than what mock-witnesses
observed in the mock-events used in the current thesis. In the current set of laboratory studies
(Chapters 3 and 4) mock-witnesses viewed the target perpetrators under optimal encoding
conditions, where participants paid full attention and had no distractions. It is therefore
possible that the number of reported person descriptors were overestimated. In real-world
incidents, witnesses may not have been paying attention, or perhaps were distracted during
the encoding of the event. Witnesses may also experience stress or physiological arousal
which can divert attention away from the incident (Lane, 2006). Research in the laboratory
examining the role of attention in mock-crime scenarios has found that witnesses report weak
or partial memory for target incidents under sub-optimal conditions (Hope et al., 2016). Sauer
and Hope (2016) examined the strategic regulation of memory reporting following optimal
and sub-optimal encoding conditions and found that participants in the divided attention
condition volunteered fewer fine-grain responses, and less accurate fine-grain responses, than
participants in the full attention condition. Future research should therefore consider the role
of attention for successful encoding of perpetrator information, and should look to immersive
simulated learning environments (e.g. field-based exercises and table-top simulations) to
increase validity.
In addition to the ways in which the studies were designed, there were also potential
limitations associated with the coding methodology. The manner in which person
descriptions were coded in the current series of studies may have led to more person
descriptors being reported than in previous laboratory-based research. For example, in
Studies 2 and 3, person information was coded if it included facial features, hair, height,
build, clothes, and accessories. However, in previous research, there is no consistency in
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terms of description quantity (e.g. the number of physical descriptors contained within a
description). Some researchers have focused specially on facial features and hair (e.g. Brown
& Lloyd-Jones, 2003), whereas other researchers have included assessments of the whole
body (e.g. height, build, weight; van Koppen & Lochun, 1997). The fact that different
researchers measure description quantity differently, adds a complexity when trying to
compare with other studies. If we are to enhance the comparability and replicability of
studies, a recommendation for future researchers would be to fully report coding systems and
attempt to standardise how person descriptions are measured. Future researchers should make
their coding protocols publically available and pre-register coding schemes and relevant
analyses.
Another methodological consideration is the generalisability of the findings of the
current thesis and their applicability to all cultural backgrounds. Research conducted around
the world has used participants from different races, ethnicities, and cultures; however, the
vast majority of the previous research is western-centric, with the majority not including
tested hypotheses drawn from cultural theory (Hope et al., 2021). The few studies that have
looked at cross-race differences in facial descriptors have been conducted with African and
British participants. However, witnesses come from diverse cultural backgrounds. The
limited research that has examined culture in more general memory contexts has shown that
culture can shape the type of information that is remembered. In one of the few studies to
explore culture using an eyewitness paradigm, Anakwah et al. (2020) found that during a free
recall task, participants with a collectivist cultural orientation (i.e. the individual is embedded
in a complex web of social relationships) reported fewer details about the crime scenes in
their memory reports compared to participants with an individualistic cultural orientation (i.e.
ties between individuals in a society are relatively loose). The individualism–collectivism
cultural dimension may lead to biases in what is considered worthy and informative to report
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when witnesses from these cultures are exposed to similar scenes (Boduroglu et al., 2009). In
terms of frontline interviewing, it is important that frontline police officers are aware of the
role culture may play in memory reports and in particular the reporting of person description
information. Future research should look to examine how frontline police officers should
conduct their interviews with witnesses from different races and cultures.
The design of Experiments 1 and 2 that comprised Study 3 (Chapter 4) may have been
problematic (i.e. when comparing the use of person description cues with using selfgenerated cues or using a free recall) due to each of the conditions providing different levels
of retrieval support. Additional retrieval support is likely to facilitate recall and thus the fact
that the use of person description cues had an advantage in terms of the reporting of person
descriptors (though not for accuracy) may have simply been that mock-witnesses had more
retrieval support in this condition compared to the other two conditions. However, all
conditions allowed self-administered reporting, and all mock-witnesses were presented with
the same general instructions prior to reporting person descriptions about the perpetrator(s).
The rationale for including the use of person description cues, was to see whether current
frontline interview techniques were beneficial for the reporting of person description
information. The findings suggest that using person description cues is not in line with bestpractice interviewing and leads to an increase in the error rate when compared with
spontaneous testimony. Future research should explore how best to elicit person descriptions
using mnemonics, such as self-generated cues, in order to increase our understanding about
the underlying mechanisms of the use of self-generated cues relative to other cues.
Self-reflection: PhD by compilation
The current thesis presented a series of studies in the format of published or
publishable articles. Whilst each study stands alone, the PhD thesis, as a whole, tells a story
through first identifying a real-world issue in frontline policing (i.e. obtaining person
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descriptions from witnesses) and then determining potential factors that inhibit or enhance the
reporting of information by witnesses (e.g. cross-race differences). Next, the thesis explored
how memory retrieval techniques (e.g. self-generated cues) could be used to increase the
number and accuracy of person descriptions reported by witnesses. As an Early Career
Researcher, already employed in academia, completing a PhD using a compilation research
strategy enabled me to experience the peer review process and prepare myself for submitting
to the Research Excellence Framework. PhD by compilation enhanced my career prospects
and enabled me to develop my own line of research. For example, I am now part of a team that
is supervising a PhD student in the area of body worn video.
Conclusion
Obtaining person descriptions from witnesses is an inescapable necessity for frontline
police officers. However, incomplete or inaccurate person descriptions are obviously
problematic for frontline policing, as they provide few clues for frontline police officers to
find the perpetrator (who may be close by). The findings reported in the current thesis
highlight the need for further field research utilising real-world body worn video footage, as
well as further empirical investigations into cross-race differences, meta-cognitive monitoring
and control strategies, and the use of mnemonics to support the retrieval of memory.
Increasing our knowledge of what happens in the field, as well as our theoretical
understanding of how person descriptions are elicited and reported, can help to enhance how
frontline police interviewing is conducted, whilst also identifying the support that is needed
to specifically improve the reporting of person description information.
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Appendix A: Person Description Instructions (Chapter 3)

Providing a Detailed Person Description

What is the purpose of this form?
This form is designed to enable you provide a detailed person description of the person you
saw in the video. The form also aims to capture any uniquely identifying physical features of
the individual described.

What should you do now?
If possible, provide the following information about the person you are describing.
Race
Age
Gender
Height
Weight/build

Eyes/Ears/Mouth/Nose etc.
Complexion
Hair colour
Facial hair
Scars/Marks/Tattoos

Clothing/Shoes
Glasses
Jewellery
Accessories

Please remember that you are the only person who has seen the individual in the video. It is
therefore important to report as many details as possible when giving the description.

In the space below, please write down a detailed physical description of the person you saw
in the video Try to describe the person in enough detail so that someone else could use your
description to pick them out of a crowd? Please do not guess about any detail that you are
unsure of.
Useful tip: Research has shown that closing your eyes helps you to remember more details!
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In the box below, please try as best as you can to describe the face of the person you saw in
the video. Please provide as many details as possible. If you have already provided a
description of the face elsewhere in this booklet, take a few moments to consider whether
there are any further details you can recall now.
Research has shown that closing your eyes helps you to remember more details!

In the box below, please try as best as you can to describe what the individual in the video
was wearing. Please provide as many details as possible. If you have already provided a
description of what the individual was wearing elsewhere in this booklet, take a few moments
to consider whether there are any further details you can recall now.

Research has shown that closing your eyes helps you to remember more details!
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Extending the Description
Even though you have already provided a description of the individual, we want you to
carefully consider whether there are any unique details that distinguish the suspect from
other people.

What should you do now?
Read through the following examples so that you know the type of information that is useful
(note, these are just examples).
•
•
•
•

Scars / Marks / Tattoos: (How many? Where? Appearance? Size?)
Jewellery: (Style? Material? Condition? Colour(s)?
Teeth: (Irregular? Chipped? Gold? etc.)
Shoes: (Material? Colour? New or Old? Holes or scuffs? Unusual? etc.)

In the space below, provide a detailed description of any uniquely identifying information
that might distinguish this person from other people. As before, it is important to report as
many details as possible when giving descriptions. Avoid guesses about details you are
unsure of.

Research has shown that closing your eyes helps you to remember more details!
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Appendix B: Supplemental Materials (Chapter 4)
In this Supplemental Materials section, the instructions given to witnesses are provided (selfgenerated cues instructions; free recall instructions; person description cues instructions).
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Appendix B (i): Self-generated cues instructions

Earlier today you witnessed a video of a crime. Your task is to provide a detailed person
description of the person you saw in the video. Please remember that you are the only person
who has seen the individual. Imagine that the success of this case hinges solely on the
description you provide. I have no information about the person in the video other than what
you write down. It is therefore important to write down as many details as possible when
giving the description and take as much time as you require. A description can refer to
physical descriptors of an individual but also items of clothing. Try to describe the person in
enough detail so that someone else could use your description to pick them out of a
crowd. Please do not guess about any detail that you are unsure of.
In a moment you will be asked to write down everything you can remember about the
appearance of the person in the video. Before you do this, please read and carry out the
following instructions that are designed to help you remember as much as you can.
Without thinking too hard, write down the first six things that you remember seeing or
thinking about the person you saw in the video. It doesn’t matter what these things are. All
that is important is that these are parts of your memory that immediately come to mind
when thinking back to the event. Please list them below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
Now, take your time to think about each of the things in your list one at a time. When
focusing on each one, think about whether that memory helps you remember other things
that also happened in the event. Take as much time as you need to think about each thing
separately. Closing your eyes or staring/looking at a blank wall or the floor after reading
each one may help you focus and concentrate on this task.
Referring back to the six items you were asked to think about earlier, provide as much
detail as possible about the person you saw in the video. Please do not guess about any
detail that you are unsure of.
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[Now, please take your time to answer the next 3 questions]
Referring back to the six items you were asked to think about earlier, describe the face of
the person you saw in the video in as much detail as possible. If you have already provided
a description of the face you saw, take a few moments to consider whether there are any
further details you can recall now.

Referring back to the six items you were asked to think about earlier, describe what the
individual in the video was wearing in as much detail as possible. If you have already
provided a description of what the individual was wearing, take a few moments to consider
whether there are any further details you can recall now.

Even though you have already provided a description of the individual, we want you to
carefully consider whether there are any uniquely identifying details that might
distinguish the suspect from other people (i.e. these are details specific to this person).
Referring back to the six items you were asked to think about earlier, provide a detailed
description of any uniquely identifying information that might distinguish this person
from other people. Report as many details as possible. Avoid guesses about details you
are unsure of.
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Appendix B (ii): Free recall instructions
Earlier today you witnessed a video of a crime. Your task is to provide a detailed person
description of the person you saw in the video. Please remember that you are the only person
who has seen the individual. Imagine that the success of this case hinges solely on the
description you provide. I have no information about the person in the video other than what
you write down. It is therefore important to write down as many details as possible when
giving the description and take as much time as you require. A description can refer to
physical descriptors of an individual but also items of clothing. Try to describe the person in
enough detail so that someone else could use your description to pick them out of a
crowd. Please do not guess about any detail that you are unsure of.
In the space below, please provide as much detail as possible about the person you saw in
the video. Please do not guess about any detail that you are unsure of.
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[Now, please take your time to answer the next 3 questions]
Describe the face of the person you saw in the video, providing as many details as possible.
If you have already provided a description of the face, take a few moments to consider
whether there are any further details you can recall now.

Describe what the individual in the video was wearing, providing as many details as
possible. If you have already provided a description of what the individual was wearing,
take a few moments to consider whether there are any further details you can recall now.

Even though you have already provided a description of the individual, we want you to
carefully consider whether there are any unique details that distinguish the suspect from
other people.
Provide a detailed description of any uniquely identifying information that might
distinguish this person from other people. As before, it is important to report as many
details as possible when giving descriptions. Avoid guesses about details you are unsure
of.
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Appendix B (iii): Person description cues instructions

Earlier today you witnessed a video of a crime. Your task is to provide a detailed person
description of the person you saw in the video. Please remember that you are the only person
who has seen the individual. Imagine that the success of this case hinges solely on the
description you provide. I have no information about the person in the video other than what
you write down. It is therefore important to write down as many details as possible when
giving the description and take as much time as you require. A description can refer to
physical descriptors of an individual but also items of clothing. Try to describe the person in
enough detail so that someone else could use your description to pick them out of a
crowd. Please do not guess about any detail that you are unsure of.

Ethnic appearance
……………………………………………………………………………………………….

Height
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Apparent Age
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Sex
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Build: Fat / Proportional / Thin / Stocky / Athletic / Heavy / Other
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Hair Colour: Dark Brown / Light Brown / Fair / Blonde / Grey / White / Black / Ginger
/ Auburn / Other
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Eyes: Blue / Brown / Green / Grey / Cast / Staring / Other
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Complexion: Fresh / Pal / Ruddy / Tanned / Fair / Freckled / Dark Tone / Mid Tone /
Light Tone / Other
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Facial Hair:

Beard / Moustache / Bushy eyebrows / sideburns / other
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Glasses Worn: Yes / No
Description……………………………………………………………………………………...
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Marks / Scars / Peculiarities: (Describe below)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

Suspect’s Clothing:
Hat: …………………………………… Top Coat: ………………………………………….
Jacket: ………………………………… Jumper: …………………………………………….
Shirt: …………………………………...Trousers: …………………………………………..
Dress: …………………………………..Skirt: ………………………………………………
Belt: …………………………………….Socks: ……………………………………………
Shoes: …………………………………..Jewellery: …………………………………………

Is there anything else you would like to add about the person you saw in the video?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix C: Ethical Approval Documentation
Each of the four studies presented in this thesis received ethical approval. Study 1
received ethical approval from the University of Portsmouth’s Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences Ethics committee (FHSS), Study 2 received ethical approval from the
University of Cape Town’s Department of Psychology Research Ethics Committee, and study
3 (Experiment 1 and 2) received ethical approval from the University of Portsmouth’s
Science Faculty Ethics Committee (SFEC).
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Appendix C (i): Ethical approval for Study 1 (Chapter 2)
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Appendix C (ii): Ethical approval for Study 2 (Chapter 3)

From: Johann Louw <johann.louw@uct.ac.za>
Date: Tue, 5 Apr 2016 at 10:01
Subject: RE: Ethics application
To: Colin Tredoux <colin.tredoux@uct.ac.za>

Go ahead, approved.

Johann Louw
Professor
Department of Psychology
University of Cape Town
Rondebosch 7701
Tel. no. 021 6503414

From: Colin Tredoux
Sent: 24 March 2016 05:23 PM
To: Johann Louw
Subject: Fwd: Ethics application

Hello Johann

I am forwarding this to you since I see that you are referred to in the HOD's recent email as
the ethics chair.

Gary will be visiting my research group, and working with us. Hence this application for
ethics approval

Please let me know if there is anything else he/we need(s) to declare

Thanks
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Appendix C (iii): Ethical approval for Study 3 (Chapter 4)
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Appendix D: UPR16 Form
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Appendix E: Suspect Descriptive Form

